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ABSTRACT
Tax rate change influences taxpayers’ behavior and hence taxable income and tax revenue of
the state budget. Any such change can affect declared taxable income through its effect on
quality or quantity of labor supply, savings, portfolio decisions, tax avoidance by legal means
or illegal tax evasion. In this master thesis I focus on elasticity of taxable income as an
estimate of these behavioral responses to a (personal income) tax rate change. First, I
summarize theoretical background and fundamental analyses dealing with elasticity of taxable
income. Further, I describe one of the methods, and its constraints, used for in empirical work
on elasticity estimation known as „difference-in-differences“. I apply this method and
estimate elasticity of taxable income in the Czech Republic using several recent personal
income tax reforms. Those estimates that are consistent with economic theory and common
sense suggest, along with results from optimal taxation theory, that the top marginal personal
income tax rate in the Czech Republic should not exceed 71.8%, but any lower tax rate is
justifiable based on redistributive tastes of a government.

ABSTRAKT
Změna sazby daně ovlivňuje chování daňových poplatníků a tudíž zdanitelný příjem a daňové
příjmy státního rozpočtu. Každá taková změna může ovlivnit přiznaný zdanitelný příjem
prostřednictvím jejího vlivu na kvalitu či kvantitu nabídky práce, úspory, rozhodování o
portfoliu, vyhýbaní se daňové povinnosti s využitím legálních prostředků či nelegálních
daňových úniků. V této diplomové práci se věnuji elasticitě zdanitelného příjmu jako odhadu
těchto reakcí chování na změnu daňové sazby (z příjmu fyzických osob). Nejprve shrnu
teoretické základy a zásadní analýzy pojednávající o elasticitě zdanitelného příjmu. Dále
popisuji jednu z metod, a její úskalí, použitou v empirické práci na odhadu elasticity známou
jako “difference-in-differences”. Aplikuji tuto metodu a odhaduji elasticitu zdanitelného
příjmu v České republice s použitím několika nedávných reforem daně z příjmu fyzických
osob. Tyto odhady jsou konsistentní s ekonomickou teorií a „zdravý“ rozum navrhuje,
společně s výsledky teorie optimálního zdanění, že nejvyšší marginální daňová sazba z příjmu
fyzických osob by neměla překročit 71,8%, ale jakákoli nižší daňová sazba je
ospravedlnitelná na základě náklonnosti vlády k přerozdělování.
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1. Introduction
“The taxation of income is a major source of revenue in most developed countries. It is also
one of the most contentious. From one point of view, an income tax is seen as a direct means
of effecting redistribution in order to meet objectives of equity. From another, the imposition
of an income tax is viewed as a major disincentive to effort and enterprise particularly when
the marginal rate of tax increases with income.“ (Myles, 2002:131) Although income tax is
one of the most important sources of government revenue1 many economists argue that the
tax rates should be as low as possible because of efficiency losses. Optimal progressivity of
tax system is another problem. Income taxation could be regressive, proportional or
progressive. Income taxation affects trade-off between labor supply and leisure but causes
also other behavioral responses like change of effort, income shifting and evasion. Lowering
of top marginal tax rates should generate efficiency gains. Higher-income individuals are
more sensitive to tax rate also because of tax avoidance and evasion e.g. they could take
compensation in untaxed form. Elasticity of taxable income (further ETI) is a complex
measure of these behavioral responses to tax rate changes. Elasticity of taxable income is
sensitivity of taxable income to changes in tax rates or other provisions of the tax code. These
behavioral responses to higher marginal tax rates lead to lower taxable income. Elasticity of
taxable income captures this influence of tax rate changes on taxable income and allows
computing efficiency costs of taxation. Measuring responses of taxpayers to tax rate changes
is crucial for evaluating results of tax reforms and their influence on society.

In my thesis I first summarize theoretical background of elasticity of taxable income concept.
The thesis starts with chapter 2 Elasticity of taxable income, where I specify definition of
taxable income, its basic computation, estimation method and some of its features. Chapter 3
deals with alternative measures of behavioral responses to taxation. Chapter 4 shows how
elasticity of taxable income can be used to efficiency effects analysis. Last but not least in this
theoretical part I discuss optimal taxation theory (chapter 5).

Next in chapter 6, there is described method widely used for elasticity of taxable income
estimation called difference-in-differences. Following is the summary of the problems with
1

In the Czech Republic, revenue of taxation creates 88% of total government revenue, income tax
revenue is almost 23% of this total government revenue; higher segment is only social security
contribution and taxes on goods and services. (Source: own computation based on 2008 government
financial statistic on http://www.mfcr.cz)
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estimation (chapter 7). In chapter 8 literature survey follows, starting with revolutionary
analysis of Martin Feldstein (1995), further I describe other innovative papers like Gruber and
Saez (2000), Slemrod and Kopczuk (2000), Kopczuk (2005), Giertz (2006) and Chetty
(2008).

In empirical part I aim at the Czech income tax. First, I start with description of the Czech tax
system and development of income tax from year 1990 up to these days (chapter 9). Next in
chapter 10, I continue to elasticity of taxable income estimation based on 2000 and 2008 tax
rate changes and derive some efficiency implications. I use positive approach, I do not say if
higher tax rates are “good or bad” or comment them from social point of view.

In the following part of introduction I would like to describe some basic facts of income
taxation.

1.1. Income taxation
Let me introduce some facts about income taxation. Taxation of income arises with expansion
of money and organized states in antiquity. First tax on income was introduced in 1799 in the
United Kingdom but it survived only until 1816. The income tax was in the UK introduced
again in the Income Tax Act 1842 but also only as temporary measure. Permanent income tax
became in the UK in 1874. In the USA first income tax was imposed in 1864. But it prevailed
only during the Civil War and was abandoned in 1872. Income tax in modern meaning occurs
at the end of 19th century and many states adopted taxation of income in this time. On the turn
of 19th and 20th century it came to tax reforms that changed the way of collecting tax
(according to tax return, tax applied to all individuals) and also progressive tax system was
used in more economies. Income tax was constituted as permanent in the USA in the year
1913; this was actually amended into US Constitution. During both world wars the tax burden
increased, new types of tax were implemented and also tax rates applied to higher-income
individual raised. Marginal tax rates did not decrease before 1970s.
Fundamental analysis of income taxation is called “Mirrlees´ economy”. Mirrlees introduced
simple concept covering important features of tax system (Myles, 2002:132):
1)

No-tax equilibrium of the economy must have an unequal distribution of income to
introduce equity motivations for taxation.
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2)

Income distribution is generated endogenously: households differ in income and tax
affects the labor supply decisions.

3)

Flexible economy with no prior restrictions on the tax functions

His work is also fundamental for optimal taxation theory that is discussed later on.
Effect of taxes on taxpayer’s behavior could be examined by standard consumer’s choice
model. Consumer chooses between consumption x and leisure (TE-l), where TE is total time
endowment and l is hours worked. Utility is defined as U  U ( x, TE  l ) . Budget constraint is
defined as px  (1  t )wl , where p is price of good, x is consumption, t is tax rate and w is
wage rate. The optimal choice will be at the tangency of highest indifference curve and
budget constrain. This model is used for understanding effects of the changes in tax rate or
wage rate on labor supply. Decrease in tax rate or increase in wage rate will lead in higher
budget line and change in the trade-off between labor and consumption (less labor is
required). This effect contains both income effect and substitution effect.

Graph 1 shows the change in after-tax income due to the tax change (for a given before tax
income) decomposed into income and substitution effects.

Graph 1: Income and substitution effects of a tax change

Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)
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Of course income tax is not always the same for different amount of income. There are
usually income thresholds for the different marginal tax rates and this introduces kinks on the
budget constraint. Many taxpayers will choose their optimal level of labor consumption pair
at this kink point.

There is large literature examining the response of labor supply induced by the change in tax
rates. Nowadays economists substitute this concept by analyzing all possible responses on
taxation, not just on labor supply. Their favorite measure is elasticity of taxable income,
because of its simplicity and for being aggregate measure of behavioral responses.

Income tax is an instrument of redistribution, as I have said above. But there is discussion
what kind of taxation is fair: is it equality of opportunities or sacrifice, is it elimination of
poverty or inequality? Should it be defined by the same loss in utility for everyone in relative
or absolute terms? There is large literature about fairness of taxes. But there is also interesting
literature about optimal taxation, which engages this problem from efficiency point of view
and is discussed further.

2. Elasticity of taxable income
In this chapter I would like to introduce the concept of elasticity of taxable income, its basic
computation, existing estimates and features of this approach. Let’s start with definition.

2.1. Definition
Elasticity of taxable income (further also ETI) is sensitivity of taxable income to changes in
tax rates or other provisions of the tax code. ETI is computed as proportional change in
declared taxable income with respect to proportional change in marginal net-of-tax rate. Netof-tax rate is defined as one minus tax rate i.e. percentage proportion of income that remains
to taxpayer after tax is applied. Marginal net-of-tax rate is one minus the marginal tax rate i.e.
net-of-tax income per dollar of additional pretax income (Feldstein, 1995:560). Tax rate is
function of taxable income (or broad income and deductions or adjustments) and demographic
characteristics. ETI is usually computed for a specified population group for example
according to amount of income. “This elasticity aims to encapsulate all potential responses to
income taxation in a single elasticity measure, without the need to specify the nature of the
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various adjustment processes involved or consider the details of the tax regulations.” (Creedy,
2009:1)

Let me summarize some features of elasticity of taxable income. Elasticity of taxable income
is not an immutable function. ETI depends on marginal tax rate, consumers’ preferences and
technology but more deeply on non-rate aspects like enforcement of tax policy. Thus it is also
function of policy and could be manipulated by policy makers. Elasticity of taxable income is
endogenous to broadness of tax base, non-structural parameter. Limitation of ETI concept is
that it determines only cost of taxation, but there are also benefits that should be compared to
costs, further administrative costs and tax avoidance.

2.2. Why do we care about ETI
In this section, I try to describe why elasticity of taxable income is important. Income taxation
is reason for taxpayers to alter their behavior. Most discussed response is that people change
amount of time spent working. Reducing hours worked caused by higher tax rate leads in
lower net, after tax, wage rate and thus lower opportunity cost of leisure. But change in tax
rate can have much more behavioral responses:2
1)

Labor supply responses:
o Quantitative (participation, number of hours worked)
o Qualitative (effort on the job, career choices, self-education, form and timing of
compensation)

2)

Changes in savings and portfolio choice

3)

Tax avoidance (legal shifting of income into lower-taxed or untaxed form, tax
deductions)

4)

Tax evasion (illegal underreporting of income, taxpayers´ compliance)

These behavioral responses to higher marginal tax rates lead to lower taxable income.
Elasticity of taxable income captures this influence of tax rate changes on taxable income and
allows computing efficiency cost of taxation (more in chapter 4 ETI and efficiency costs).
These responses, thereby elasticity of taxable income, depend also on policy decisions and
their enforcement. There is large evidence that, at least for highest-income individuals, the
elasticity of taxable income is substantial (see Feldstein (1995), Gruber and Saez (2000)). But
2

Summary from Saez, Slemrod and Giertz (2009) and Kleven (2009)
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these behavioral responses are not easy to predict. Main problems of their analysis are
population heterogeneity (in cross-section data) and obtaining relevant data. ETI is used as a
summary of these responses to change in taxation. Complex structural models are not usually
used, because there are vast components influencing the elasticity, such as details of tax
system and individuals´ characteristics that would be hard to model in meaningful way. Most
studies analyze ETI for certain population group.

Importance of elasticity of taxable income for public finance is according to Kopczuk
(2005:2094) caused by two phenomenons:
1)

Envelope theorem – marginal tax rate affects individual’s welfare in proportion to
his/her taxable income

2)

If we consider income tax is the only one existing tax, the marginal effect on revenue is
depending only on total taxable income.

Thus measure of responsiveness of taxable income is crucial and allows measuring efficiency
costs of taxation. Every change of income taxation causes change in revenue, affects
administrative cost and excess burden of taxation. Efficiency costs and revenue effect of
taxation are important to evaluation of tax reform.

There are also other measures of behavioral responses to taxation so why to use ETI rather
than measures such as elasticity of labor supply, tax buoyancy3 or tax elasticity4?
1)

ETI summarizes all of individual behavioral responses to change in tax structure

2)

“The elasticity of taxable income has added attraction that, under certain assumptions,
it provides information which is sufficient to obtain a measure of efficiency costs of
income taxation, such as excess burden and the marginal welfare cost (the marginal
excess burden per extra dollar of revenue raised).” (Creedy, 2009:1) Those central
efficiency measures are easy to compute for given elasticity of taxable income.

3

Tax buoyancy is defined as TB 

tax revenue

base

, where the base is usually GDP. If TB is for

example 1.4 and real GDP rises by 1%, excise revenue rises by 1.4% or 40% more quickly.
(Haughton 1998)
4

Tax elasticity is defined as TB 

tax revenue

base

. „This looks just like tax buoyancy, but there

is a crucial difference, which is that revenue is calculated as it would have been if there had not been
any change in the tax laws, including the tax rates or bases. Thus the tax elasticity is a hypothetical
construct. It tries to reconstruct what would have happened if there had been no changes in the tax
rules - i.e. what tax revenue would have been if last year’s laws continued to apply this year.“
(Haughton 1998:3) Tax elasticity is used to compute which tax would raise higher revenue.
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3)

“Behavioral elasticities are key to understanding the efficiency cost of non-lump sum
taxes.” (Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2002:91)

4)

“Changes in marginal tax rates induce taxpayers to alter their behavior in ways that
affect taxable income and therefore tax revenue. The magnitude of this response is
critical in the formulation of appropriate tax and budget policies.” (Feldstein,
1995:551)

5)

“The approach is elegant because one does not have to account for the various
channels through which taxation might impact individual behavior (e.g. changes in
hours, effort, and training) to measure efficiency costs.” (Chetty, 2008:1)

6)

“The ease of estimating of elasticity of taxable income – in the appropriate
circumstances – compares with the challenges faced by those wishing to estimate
labor supply elasticities. The reduced form relationship contains only one parameter of
concern, the elasticity.” (Creedy, 2009:8)

7)

Laffer rate – elasticity of taxable income is used to computation of Laffer rate alias
revenue-maximizing rate i.e. maximum rate that could be set by government before it
starts to lose revenue.

2.3. Basic estimation
Simple computation of ETI is as follows:

z
z
,

(1   )
1
where z is declared taxable income, 1   is net-of-tax rate or retention rate. ETI is defined for
small changes z and (1   ) , i.e. for marginal tax rate. “An increase in marginal tax rate
reduces the retention rate and leads to a reduction in declared taxable income: the elasticity is
thus positive.” (Creedy, 2009:3)
In traditional view taxable income is defined as z  wL , where w is wage rate and L is labor
supply. This allows for application of the elasticity of labor supply instead the elasticity of
taxable income, but this approach ignores many important features of taxation.5 Individual
wage rate depends also on effort and responds to tax rate changes thus use of elasticity of

5

In more details in chapter ETI vs. Elasticity of labor supply.
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taxable income is more suitable. Declared taxable income often differs from z  wL as
individuals chose form of compensation – taxable cash or non-taxable benefits. (Saez,
Slemrod, Giertz, 2009:3) Declared taxable income is a function of income, that is declared
when no taxes exist (or income tax is zero) z0 and marginal net-of-tax rate (Creedy, 2009:3):
z  z0 (1   ) ,

moreover log z  log z0   log(1   )

2.4. Methods
Next, I describe in basics methods of ETI estimation. Most used method is difference-indifferences estimation detailed described in chapter 6. To estimate elasticity of taxable income
we use comparison of two groups of individuals – one have experienced change in marginal
tax rates, deductible items or other tax code provisions and the other group have not. Further,
these two groups have to be comparable – be similar except for a tax rate they face either after
or before tax reform. So we cannot just use equation described above and its simple
regression. The ideal situation is when marginal tax rate changes for only one group of
individuals. Now the treatment group will be group of people who face changed marginal tax
rate and control group is group of people whose marginal tax rate remains the same e.g. close
to income threshold needed to being taxed under changed marginal tax rate but in other tax
bracket. But we must aware to consider all income changes to be due to tax change.6

We can also use simple before and after reform comparison called differences method (see
6.1.1 The one group before and after design). This method relies on assumption that log form
of taxable income is not correlated with time, but this is not likely to hold in practice. We can
add linear trend in income growth as control. But growth rates of income are not still the same
and change according to development of economy. Thus if income trend differs between
analyzed years, ETI will be biased.

In papers, most used method of ETI estimation is, above described, difference-in-differences.
This method could be applied to repeated cross-section data (for example Lindsey, 1987) or
panel data (first used by Feldstein, 1995). The main difference between data types is ability to

6

There could be some systematic changes of relative income or macroeconomic factors that affect
one group more than others. (Creedy, 2009:8)
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choose the same individuals before and after reform. Stability of income distribution over
time in absence of treatment is sufficient for identification in repeated-cross section in
contrast to panel data analysis (mainly due to mean reversion see 7.5 Mean reversion). But
repeated cross-section suffers from problem of comparability of individuals in sample before
and after reform.
Creedy (2009) mentions another method of estimation – comparing changes over time in
proportion of total income attributed to one group and closely connected one, for example
group of taxpayers in the top tax bracket and second highest-income group. In this method we
deal with average marginal tax rates and average incomes. Let me summarize some existing
ETI estimates in next part.

2.5. Existing estimates
There is large literature about elasticity of taxable income, the estimated values slightly vary.
“Unfortunately, this subsequent work has generated a wide range of estimated elasticities,
ranging from Feldstein’s estimate at the high end to close zero at the low end.” (Gruber, Saez,
2000:3) It is caused by different methods used, varying definitions of taxable income, samples
used and the source of identification. Elasticity of taxable income also varies across country
and time and important is also a structure of tax system and reform analyzed. “As emphasized
by Slemrod (1996) and Goolsbee (1997, 2000), many of the studies have essentially shown
that high-income taxpayers, whose marginal rates were falling in 1980s, increased their
taxable income during this era. But there was a general widening of the income distribution
during 1980s, and disentangling the role of taxation, as opposed to other factors such as
international trade and skill-biased demand shocks, is quite difficult.” (Gruber, Saez, 2000:4)
Now the consensus is that elasticity of taxable income is around 0.4 (see for example Gruber
and Saez (2000), Kopczuk (2005)). For broader definition of taxable income including tax
preferences (exemptions, itemized deductions) is the elasticity much lower. This elasticity
also varies across income groups; higher-income groups have usually higher elasticity of
taxable income. This is because they are able to shift their income into different income
sources and hence tax regimes. In other analysis was found that only responses in the upper
tail of income distribution are significant. Higher elasticities were found also for itemizers7

7

Itemization allows taxpayer to deduct actual expenses from adjusted gross income while the
standard deduction provides a flat amount to be deducted. These two concepts are used in the USA.
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and self-employed and elasticity could also vary across individuals according to their personal
characteristics or institutional environment they live in. “Another feature of many estimates is
that much uncertainty is attached to them, in that they have wide confidence intervals.”
(Creedy, 2009:9)

2.6. Features of elasticity of taxable income approach
There are also some problems or issues of elasticity of taxable income estimation. Here I
describe some features of its simplified model:8
1)

Endogeneity problems – effective marginal tax rate and declared taxable income are
not self-sustaining but jointly determined (every individual faces many marginal tax
rates over the range of hours worked, depending on an individual’s gross-wage rate).
See more in 7.2 Endogeneity.

2)

ETI should be taken as a policy variable and this approach creates space for
government policy implications – labor supply adjustments depend on individual
preferences but overall responses are partly determined by policy measures.
Implications: Higher elasticity means lower optimal tax rates and lower expenditure
thus policy measure should be in this case reduction of possibility or willingness of
income shifting; if tax system changes, ETI does not stay the same; ETI for particular
country and tax system cannot be expected to be the same in other countries.

3)

Tax legislation changes could change income shifting behavior that is not reflected by
marginal tax rates (non-rate changes, for example ability of shifting into source of
income with preferable tax regime) – this could influence estimation of elasticity of
taxable income.

4)

Tax evasion – tax increase could lead in higher tax evasion, this will decrease reported
taxable income.

Further problems of this approach are:
5)

Uncertainty in long-run estimates of ETI (reaction to tax rate change took some time
for example career decisions. This could also create bias in the short-term It is
preferable to estimate longer-run responses but responses in very long-run are hard to
estimate because new equilibrium might not be reached for decades), short-run
estimates could be biased because of changes in timing of declarations (if taxpayers

8

Summary from Creedy (2009) and Saez, Gruber and Giertz (2009)
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anticipate tax rate increase, they can accelerate the income realizations and vice
versa).
6)

In period of fiscal drag without policy change incomes need to be inflation adjusted
because some individuals could be moved to other tax bracket without adjusting
income thresholds.

7)

“The use of ´reduced form´ specification inevitably carries with it difficulty that, when
a parameter estimate is found to change from one dataset to another, there is no way of
knowing precisely what has caused the change.” (Creedy, 2009:10)

8)

Relevant data are sometimes hard to be found.

Creedy (2009) confesses that this reduced form approach is not free of strong assumptions
(absence of income effects), problems in application (high sensitivity of welfare costs to the
elasticity) and estimation (changes in income could be due to reasons other than tax changes).
But according to him it is good indicator of efficiency aspects of taxation that are difficult to
obtain by structural modeling. Further, I describe some other approaches of estimating
behavioral responses.

3. Other approaches of estimating behavioral responses
In this chapter I introduce some other approaches of measuring behavioral responses. First, I
start with the “competing” and widely used elasticity of labor supply, which is used mainly in
earlier studies of impact of taxation. Further, I describe well-known Laffer curve and last but
not least the difference in use of taxable and broad income.

3.1. ETI vs. Elasticity of labor supply
“Regarding tax policy, we have learned that labor supply is not inelastic and does, indeed,
respond to changes in tax rates. This insight, so simple and yet powerful, has implications for
all sorts of tax policies...“ (Prescott, 2005:1) Earlier there was an attitude that labor supply
does not respond to changes in tax rates at all. This should imply that hours worked do not
change according to different tax rates. Under this approach government can increase
marginal tax rates without any effect on output to attain desired revenue. This attitude was
disputed by economic theory and data. Prescott (2005) shows that US citizens between age of
15 and 64 work 50% more than French. This comparison was similar also between US
citizens and Germans or Italian. But in the 1970s French labor supply even exceeded US one.
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Prescott (2005) explains this difference not by cultural or institutional factors but by different
marginal tax rates. When marginal tax rates were similar in the USA and France, there was
also similar labor supply. “Further, a recent study has shown that Germans and Americans
spend the same amount of time working, but the proportion of taxable market time versus
nontaxable home work time is different.” (Prescott, 2005:2-3) Part of the labor is also not
taxed in some countries like in Italy contrary to the USA. In Italy there is a big problem with
shadow economy. According to Prescott (2005) change in law is not holistic solution; people
will just change their behavior: people will not work less or more but only engage in more
taxable market labor. Policy implication is to focus on tax rates rather than tax cuts. Prescott
(2005) argues that lower rates mean higher labor supply, higher output and even higher tax
revenues. “And, by the way, lower tax rates are good for all taxpayers. We are barking up the
wrong tree if we think that “taxing the rich” will solve all our problems.“ (Prescott, 2005:3) If
we tax the rich people too much, they will change their behavior and start to work (earn) less,
which is bad news for the whole economy.

Elasticity of labor supply is an important measure of response of labor supply to changes in
tax rates, but this approach also suffers from imperfection. As Feldstein (1995:553) points
out: “Understanding the effect of tax rates on revenue requires assessing the response of
overall taxable income and not just the effect on labor supply.”

Literature before Feldstein (1995) mostly points out effect of taxes on labor supply. Feldstein
(1995) thinks that this is because these economists are skeptical about the adverse effect of
higher marginal tax rates on taxable income. Most of economists focus on adult men and their
labor force participation rate (or hours worked) and effect of changes in tax rate on these two
aspects of labor supply. Most authors who examine effects of tax rate change on labor supply
evidence their skeptical stance by the little impact of the net wage rate on labor force
participation rate (or hours worked) and they think that this implies little effect of marginal
tax rates on taxable income. Feldstein (1995) finds three reasons, why their studies
underestimate the effect of tax rate change on labor supply:
1)

Ignorance of non-linearity of income-leisure locus stemming from progressivity of tax
system and existence of other income than from labor (investment etc.)

2)

Female labor supply is more sensitive to net wages than male one

3)

Labor supply can vary in different ways than just participation or hours worked such as
effort, type of job or location etc.
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Another important note is that we should be aware of confusing variations in labor supply and
variations in taxable income. Variations in labor supply are variations in participation, hours
worked, effort, change in type of job etc. Variations in taxable income include change in form
of compensation for labor to lower or untaxed forms e.g. employee benefits, contributions to
pension funds, charity or life insurance. This tax avoidance is more typical for higher-income
individuals which are usually taxed by higher marginal tax rates. Taxable income includes
also other types of income which comes from investment, rents, dividends, interest or capital
gains. So taxpayers have further opportunity to react to tax change with the change in
portfolio structure according to given marginal tax rate for certain type of income. “Taken
together, existing tax rules provide substantial opportunity for individuals to reduce their
taxable incomes by adjusting their income and expenses in response to high marginal tax
rates. In addition, high marginal tax rates may induce taxpayers to take more “aggressive”
interpretation of tax rules... or even to evade taxes by understating income or claiming
unjustified deductions.” (Feldstein, 1995:555)

3.2. Laffer curve
A model set up by Canto, Joines and Laffer (1981) is general equilibrium model with two
proportionately taxed factors. “They use the model to provide intellectual underpinnings for
the celebrated “Laffer curve” – the notion that the function relating tax receipts to tax rates
rises to a peak and then falls”. (Blinder, 1981:81) But their model contains no policy
implications. Alan Blinder applies their model on U.S. tax system to find out if there are some
taxes which are on the downside of Laffer curve. “Surely what a tax change does to the
budget deficit must be one of the least important questions to ask. It is important to know
which taxes, if any, have reached the downside of the Laffer hill because, in an optimal
taxation framework, tax rates should be set to rise whatever revenues are required with
minimum deadweight loss. Since a tax that is past this point causes deadweight loss and
makes a negative contribution to revenue, it must be irrationally high, as Canto, Joines and
Laffer correctly state.” (Blinder, 1981:81-82)
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Graph 2: Laffer curve

Source: Blinder (1981:82)

Laffer curve relates tax receipts, G, to the tax rate, t. G approximates zero with t
approximating maximal tax rate as we can see on the Graph 2. Usually maximum rate of
taxation is 100%, i.e. G(1)  0 . But some taxes like excise taxes that have no such bound, so
we assume that G approximates zero with t approximates infinity. Laffer curve has its peak at
tax rate t* (Laffer point), which is optimal rate of taxation with respect to revenue
maximization. Tax rate behind this point causes loss of tax revenue.

Laffer curve originates officially in 1974, but the concept is much older. For example Dupuit
in 1844 or even earlier Edmund Burke in 1774 talked about dependence of revenue on tax
rate. 17th century has seen proof of so called Role’s theorem: “Let G(t) be any continuous and
differentiable function with G(a)  0 and G(b)  0 . Then there must be some point t*
between a and b such that G´(t*) 0 . Let a  0 , b be either 1 or infinity, depending on the
type of tax under consideration, add the proviso that G´(0) 0 , and you have Laffer curve.
The existence of a Laffer curve, in other words, is not a result of economics at all, but rather a
result of mathematics.” (Blinder, 1981:83)

According to Blinder (1981) possibility of taxing beyond optimal rate t* is higher in the tax
system with narrowly defined bases and he also finds taxes with broadly defined base to be
beyond Laffer point highly implausible.
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Let me mathematically summarize effects of tax rate change on the tax receipt according to
this approach. Tax receipt is the tax rate times the tax base e.g. G  tpQ for ad valorem taxes.
Tax rate t affects both p (net-of-tax price) and Q (quantity of good), derivative dG/dt has three
terms:

G
p
Q
 pQ  tq
 tp
t
t
t

1) pQ is “naive Treasury term”, if there was no behavioral response to change in
taxation, this would be a good term to estimate marginal tax yield
2) tp

dQ
is effect of tax “wedge” and makes negative marginal contribution (assuming
dt

contraction of activity when tax is raised)
3) tQ

dp
is effect that hangs together with change in market prices due to change in tax
dt

rates (general equilibrium reaction)
Now let’s assume flat rate tax on income. Laffer point is now defined as follows:
t* 

S  D
, where  S elasticity of labor is supply (positive term) and  D is elasticity of
 D (1  S )

labor demand (negative term). If we consider demand as inelastic change of tax receipt caused
by tax rate change, it cannot be negative. “It is clear that unless the elasticities are quite high,
we can be over the Laffer hill only when marginal tax rates are extremely high. For example,
even if each elasticity is as high as 2, receipts continue to rise until the tax rate reaches twothirds.” (Blinder, 1981:86)

3.3. Taxable income vs. Broad income
Broad income is usually defined as a sum of all sources of income recorded in tax return.
Some authors set apart from these sources capital gains. On the other hand definition of
taxable income is not so clear-cut. Mostly taxable income is described as broad income minus
consistently defined deductions and personal exemptions, further some adjustments could be
made. Kopczuk (2005) summarizes this into equation: z  B  max( D, S )  E , where B is
broad income, D is consistent definition of deductions, S is standard deductions and E is
personal exemptions. He also demonstrated that elasticity of broad income is non-trivial
function of tax policy. “From the point of view of evaluating distortions of the tax system,
broad income allows for wider range of responses than traditional analysis focusing on labor
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supply. However, it falls short of measuring all tax motivated responses, as required by the
taxable elasticity approach advocated by Feldstein (1999).“ (Kopczuk, 2005:2112)

But the question is why we should rather use broad income instead of taxable income to
elasticity analysis. Kopczuk (2005) summarizes some problems of using taxable income:
1)

Itemization (in the USA) – decision to itemize influences observance of consistent
deductions

2)

“Taxable income defined in this way9 is not a differentiable function of individual
decisions: it has a kink at D  S violating an implicit assumption underlying
econometric approaches based on a linear regression. It also introduces censoring of the
residual present in D, potentially leading to bias when estimating the responses of
taxable income.“ (Kopczuk, 2005:2112)

3)

If we ignore censoring problem, still there is different response for itemizers (B-D) and
non-itemizers (response of B). These different responses should be separately analyzed
by using taxable or broad income. Kopczuk (2005) suggests using weighted average of
these two responses.

4)

Taxable income changes with itemization status (even without any behavioral response)
– solution was using constant10 definition of taxable income. Further, constant definition
allows analyzing response of actual taxable income under one tax regime.

5)

But even under constant definition of taxable income there could be response of taxable
income without tax rate changes. Change in tax rules itself could change decision to
itemize so size of other deductions could change. This could result in response of
taxable income without any change in tax rates. We have to be aware to confound this
with effect of the tax rate, as these two effects occur in the same time.

Taxable income reaction is even stronger than broad income reaction. “The response of broad
income can take many forms, but the importance of the interaction with deductions is
suggestive of reporting rather than real responses: additional income that could be potentially
concealed/re-timed/unrealized is reported on the tax return if there as a corresponding
deduction to be taken.“ (Kopczuk, 2005:2116)

9

z  B  max( D, S )  E

10

Constant definition means here the same definition before and after reform, at least deduction
regime should be the same. If it changes with tax reform, taxable income should be adjusted to be
comparable in both periods.
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4. ETI and efficiency costs
There is disagreement among economist about effect of the tax rates on the economy. For
example Martin Feldstein (1995b and 1999) thought that 1993 increase in tax rates in the
USA would increase deadweight loss and that cancelation of this tax change would lead in
higher tax revenue. On the other hand Joseph Stiglitz (2004) claimed that higher taxation of
rich people in the USA did not have any adverse effect. Giertz (2008) explains these different
points of view by different estimation of response to tax rates. Feldstein (1995b and 1999)
believed that it is quite high while Stiglitz (2004) finds them to be small.
“Economists have long recognized that taxation creates economic inefficiency by distorting
the relative price between leisure and all other goods in the economy. Even a broad-based
income tax can have substantial efficiency costs, so long as leisure remains untaxed.“ (Giertz,
2008:3) Early studies used elasticity of labor supply as proxy to estimate efficiency cost of
taxation. Lindsey (1987) used ETI but only for revenue implications. Feldstein (1995) shows
that economic inefficiency can also be caused by distortion of relative prices between taxed
and non-taxed goods in general. Higher tax rates lead in tax avoidance and evasion and create
deadweight loss. Feldstein (1995) believed that ETI is sufficient to calculate revenue and
efficiency implications. This approach was disputed for example by Chetty (2008), as
discussed below.

Now I summarize how efficiency costs of taxation are defined and how to calculate them.
Efficiency cost of a tax is determined as the change in welfare (change in cost of achieving
the same level of well-being, expressed in money) over tax paid – excess burden. Total
burden of taxation is sum of tax revenue and excess burden. For a marginal tax rate change
the efficiency costs of taxation are marginal excess burden and marginal welfare costs. These
two measures are easy to compute with given elasticity of taxable income, but only if we
could neglect income effects. Income effect is one of two effects that each price change raises
and is caused by change in real income. The second effect is well-known substitution effect
caused by change in relative prices. Validity of neglecting income effects comes from the
optimal taxation theory, which implies that income effects are only transfers, and from
empirics that shows they are close to zero.
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Graph 3: Excess burden of taxation

Source: Ministry of Economic Development, New Zealand
Graph 3 expresses effect of taxes on demand. Consumers´ surplus is the area DAP1 , the area
P1 ABP0 is tax revenue and the area ACB is lost.

Here I specify equations used for efficiency effects computation and show how we can utilize
estimated elasticity of taxable income. ETI can be used to compute changes in tax revenues:

 zT
R  NEMTR( zT  zT ) 1   
 zT  zT


 EMTR 

 (Giertz, 2008:22), where N is number of
1

EMTR




people in the top tax bracket, EMTR is effective11 marginal tax rate, zT is income threshold
(for example where top tax rate starts) and everything above this income is taxed by marginal
tax rate  T , zT is mean income of the N people with income higher than zT (usually average
income of taxpayers in the top tax bracket). The first term is mechanical response and the

 zT
term in the bracket  
 zT  zT

 EMTR 

 is part of mechanical effect that is off-set by
 1  EMTR 

behavioral response. This equation for change in tax revenue could be decomposed into
mechanical

and

behavioral

 EMTR 
R  N  EMTR  ( zT  zT )    N  EMTR  zT  
,
 1  EMTR 

response:

N  EMTR  ( zT  zT ) is

mechanical response (without any behavioral response) to change in tax rate – if ETI is equal
0, there is no behavioral response and tax revenue increases linearly with tax rate. This effect

11

Effective tax rate is tax paid divided by taxable income before tax. Instead effective tax rate we can
use for revenue computations marginal tax rate  T .
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 EMTR 
is positive.    N  EMTR  zT  
 is behavioral response. Marginal deadweight
 1  EMTR 

loss or marginal excess burden MEB is defined as behavioral response per  (I use marginal
tax rate but I can also use effective marginal tax rate as in cases before), i.e. (Creedy,
zT
  
2009b:12) MEB    N  ( zT  zT )    
is feature of income
 , where  
( zT  zT )
1 

distribution, 12 z is mean of the complete distribution of taxable income z and τ is marginal tax
rate. If elasticity of taxable income equals 0, there is no deadweight loss of taxation. The
higher elasticity of taxable income the higher excess burden of taxation (welfare costs over
tax paid).

Marginal welfare costs of taxation are defined as marginal excess burden divided by the
change in tax revenue: MWC 


, where α is the same as described above, but this
1    

is suitable only for marginal tax rate below revenue-maximizing rate13  *  (1   )1 .
(Creedy, 2009:6)

How can we benefit from efficiency costs and revenue effects analysis? In the first place we
can derive some policy implications for taxation to be more effective, efficient and create as
low loss as possible. Implications from revenue and efficiency cost for tax policy are as
follows. A behavioral response lowers tax revenue if elasticity of taxable income is positive.
Economic studies show that ETI is higher or lower but positive, so there is always some
behavioral response to tax rate changes. Higher tax rates do not always imply higher tax
revenue; positive change in tax revenue depends on higher mechanical effect than behavioral
effect. Thus it is so important to know the rate of elasticity of taxable income, when designing
tax system. For example, Giertz (2008) estimated that ETI equals 0.2 by analyzing USA tax
reforms after year 2000. Such ETI lowers gain in federal tax revenues by 12% compared to
mechanical gain and deadweight loss increased by more than 28%. Tax revenue would have
increased by 13% if there was no behavioral response. ETI of 0.5 would cause tax revenue to
be 45% smaller than under no behavioral response. “However, in practice, assessing both
This parameter  shows how much a mean of income above threshold is higher than income
threshold. In general is   1 ,   1 if there is only one flat tax rate for all income groups. This implies
income threshold to be zero. The thicker the tail of the income distribution is, the smaller
parameter  becomes. (Saez, Slemrod, Giertz, 2009:5)
13
Revenue-maximizing rate maximizes tax revenue from people above the top marginal tax rate.
12
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efficiency and revenue implications of tax-rate changes is more complex than the formulas
suggest. For example, if ETI differs by income, an accurate assessment of either efficiency or
revenue implications requires a breakdown of the responses by income group.” (Giertz,
2007:743-744) These welfare, revenue and efficiency costs analyses could be also used for
setting an optimal tax system and optimal tax rate, which features I describe in the next
chapter.

5. Optimal tax system
Setting of income tax always goes along with the problem of its progressivity. There is tradeoff between equity and efficiency. Progressivity of the tax system has redistributive function
but also creates efficiency costs. High marginal tax rates cause behavioral responses and
lowering of taxable income, which means deadweight loss. Therefore determining optimal tax
rates is important. Lots of economists engage with optimal tax system, optimal tax
administration and its enforcement. Optimal tax system should maximize social welfare
function and has two constraints: first this maximization has to satisfy government revenue
requirements and second self-selection constraint. Self-selection constraint is described as
follows: each household needs to have an interest in finding the pre-tax income-consumption
pair (i.e. household’s utility maximizing choice of consumption and income) that government
wants them to select. (Myles, 2002:132-133) Problems with optimal taxation analysis are:
1)

Nonlinear budget constraint (affected by tax rates)

2)

Non-convex budget constraint leads to non-uniqueness of solution to households´
maximization

In spite of the above described problems of optimal tax system it should satisfy some features.
Saez (2001) summarizes some of these features of optimal taxation theory:
1)

Optimal tax rate lies between 0 and 1.

2)

Optimal tax rate should be 0 at the bottom and at the top of the income distribution, but
zero tax rate for highest-income individuals is not relevant for tax policy.

3)

Tax schedules are sensitive to chosen utility or social welfare function.

4)

Behavioral elasticities are key concept of optimal taxation, but usually there is no
transfer into practice.

5)

Optimal taxation theory is ignored and tax reforms are built on concept of deadweight
burden.
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In earlier analyses of income taxation economists paid only little attention to the topic of
optimal taxation (above all optimal progressivity of tax system). The central point was supply
side incentives of labor supply and savings and economic evidence (or dispute) for its
importance. Essential paper is “An Exploration in the Theory of Optimal Income Taxation”
by James Mirrlees. But still there was only little incorporation of optimal tax theory into
practice. According to Gruber and Saez (2000) this reflects two limitations of optimal taxation
framework:
1)

Theoretical development is isoteric – difficult to convert into empirical quantities
(simulations of optimal tax system rely on crude calibrations)

2)

Predictions generated from these studies were only little relevant to real world (e.g. zero
marginal tax rate for highest-income group).

Now I would like to give together features of optimal taxation theory with concept of taxable
income elasticity. “Standard treatments of optimal income taxation take as given behavioral
elasticities derived from immutable preferences, and characterize the tradeoff between
redistribution and the deadweight loss of progressive taxes. Loosely speaking, larger
elasticities imply that less progressive tax systems are optimal.” (Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2002:91)
But elasticity of taxable income is not only a function of preferences and production
technologies, so Slemrod and Kopczuk (2002) believe it could be manipulated by policy
measures. Using elasticity of taxable income to find optimal tax rates has according to Saez
(2001) many advantages. For example it is easy to find optimal tax formula for higher-income
individuals and ETI captures various effects that are important for optimal tax rate setting. “...
because optimal tax formulas are expressed in terms of parameters that can be observed or
estimated, numerical simulations can be performed and calibrated using the empirical income
distribution.” (Saez, 2001:226) Slemrod (1994) thinks that efficiency costs of progressive tax
system could be minimized with come costs. There is an optimal rate that balances efficiency
gains and costs of efficiency losses avoidance. One of the most important instruments to an
optimal tax system is its effect on elasticity of taxable income with respect to marginal tax
rate. Now I show an example how to derive the optimal tax rate.
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5.1. Example of optimal tax rate computation from Gruber and
Saez (2000):
Gruber and Saez (2000) try to derive optimal tax rates for their income groups (10 000 –
50 000 USD, 50 000 – 100 000 USD and more than 100 000 USD, further also for 0 – 10 000
USD). They use in each bracket: income cutoff levels, means of incomes, share of taxpayers,
average social marginal weights (redistributive taste of the government) and average
elasticities. They denote optimal tax rate as τ. Gruber and Saez (2000) describe logic behind
their computations: “Increasing the rate in a bracket produces negative behavioral response in
that bracket (proportional to the average elasticity and the number of taxpayers in the bracket)
but allows the government to raise more revenue from all taxpayers above that bracket.”
(Gruber, Saez, 2000:26) And government should also set guaranteed income level which
redistributes to everybody as lump-sum. “At the optimum government values equally one
additional dollar of public funds and one additional dollar for the guaranteed income level.”
(Gruber, Saez, 2000:27) If there are no behavioral responses, guaranteed income level equals
total tax receipts minus government consumption. Gruber and Saez (2000) also use for their
analysis the revenue-maximizing constant linear tax rate – maximum rate that could be set by
government before it starts to lose revenue. Revenue-maximizing tax rate could be set as:

* 

1
, where  is average elasticity weighted by incomes. Gruber and Saez (2000) find
1 

tax revenue-maximizing rate equal to 71% of taxable income (elasticity 0.04) and 89% for
broad income (elasticity 0.12).

Gruber and Saez (2000) derive optimal tax rate for both broad income and taxable income.
Broad Income is according to them more appropriate if tax planner could reshape tax system
without any deductions and exemptions. But if he could not and must set optimal tax rate
within existing deductions and exemptions, use of taxable income is more relevant. They use
their results for income distribution, average income and average elasticities for each income
group. Government revenue for each household was taken as given at the level of total
income tax revenue on average between 1979 and 1990. Further, they take some assumptions
on government behavior (alternatives of government redistributive tastes):
1)

Rawlsian objective - government cares only about poorest citizens and maximize tax
revenue

2)

Utilitarian objective – redistribution, declining redistribution weights:
o Progressive liberalism – declining pattern
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o Compassionate conservatism – no difference between classes except poorest
persons
3)

No distributive objective

4)

Tax rates are taken from actual tax system but weights are derived from optimal tax
formulas. “These weights represent the implicit tastes of the actual government; even if
the government does not consciously maximize a social welfare function, it is behaving
as if were indeed maximizing a social welfare function with those particular weights.
This is known as the inverse optimum problem in optimal taxation.“ (Gruber, Saez,
2000:29)

Table 1: Optimal tax results, Broad income elasticities
Income groups (in thousands of
USD)

0-10

Average Elasticities
0.4
Mean Income (in USD)
5 200
Density Weights (h´s)
0.2
Maximizing Tax Revenue (Rawlsian)

10-50

50-100

100 and
above

0.05
26 800
0.59

0.05
66 200
0.178

0.171
185 100
0.032

Guaranteed
Income level (in
USD)

Social Weights (g´s)
0
0
0
0
Optimal Rates
96
96
88
73
25 900
Average Tax Rates
-403
-1
55
69
Utilitarian: Progressive
Social Weights (g´s)
2
1
0.5
0
Optimal Rates
66
88
84
73
21 700
Average Tax Rates
-350
-1
51
67
Utilitarian: Conservative
Social Weights (g´s)
1.66
0.83
0.83
0.83
Optimal Rates
61
79
56
30
17 200
Average Tax Rates
-270
8
45
40
No Redistribution
Optimal Rates
20
21
8
3
Average Tax Rates
20
21
18
9
0
Note: Average rates are total tax liability (including guaranteed income level) over income.
Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)

On Table 1 we see optimal tax rates derived from broad income elasticities. Negative average
rates mean that income is redistributed to poor trough guaranteed income. Further, high rates
on low-income groups are phase-out rates for the lump sum transfer amount. Lower
elasticities of broad income imply higher tax rates. “To summarize, our small elasticities for
Broad income imply that government has the option of extending considerably the
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redistributive structure of the income tax even if its tastes are only mildly redistributive.
Optimal tax theory suggests that the most efficient way to do so is to implement a large
negative income tax program with a high guaranteed income and fairy steep rates in the first
two brackets (from $0 to $50,000).“14 (Gruber, Saez, 2000:30) Elasticities for taxable income
are higher than for broad income (see Table 1) so optimal tax rates are lower. Distribution
taste of government plays an important role. As we can see in the Table 2 values of optimal
tax rates vary considerably.

Table 2: Optimal tax results, Taxable income elasticities
Income groups (in
0-10 10-32
thousands of USD)
Average Elasticities
0.4
0.284
Mean Income (in USD)
4 800 20 050
Density Weights (h´s)
0.301 0.404
Maximizing Tax Revenue (Rawlsian)

32-75
0.265
46 200
0.250

75 and
above
0.484
138 100
0.045

Guaranteed Income
level (in USD)

Social Weights (g´s)
0
0
0
0
Optimal Rates
94
82
64
49
15 300
Average Tax Rates
-224 12
46
51
Utilitarian: Progressive
Social Weights (g´s)
2
1
0.5
0
Optimal Rates
68
66
56
49
11 000
Average Tax Rates
-161 12
40
47
Utilitarian: Conservative
Social Weights (g´s)
1.66 0.83
0.83
0.83
Optimal Rates
59
51
29
18
6 400
Average Tax Rates
-73
24
33
25
No Redistribution
Optimal Rates
43
19
8
5
0
Average Tax Rates
43
31
21
11
Actual Schedule
Social Weights (g´s)
0.84 1.03
1.01
0.13
Actual Rates
45
23
35
45
Note: Average rates are total tax liability (including guaranteed income level) over income.
Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)

Gruber and Saez (2000) specify two important notes for their analysis:
1)

Model was designed in context of earnings taxation to apply to taxation of full income.

2)

Analysis relies on differences in estimated elasticities across income groups, but a
general pattern is not very sensitive to the values of elasticities used.

14

But only if there are no exemptions and deductions.
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Thus their analysis does not hold if general equilibrium effects of income taxation are
substantial. And so long as elasticity is higher for high-income groups redistribution should be
like negative income tax component with high tax rate for low-income individuals.

6. Difference-in-differences
In this chapter, I describe the method I use for elasticity of taxable income estimation. Many
economists use method of estimation called difference-in-differences in their studies; these
studies are often called natural experiments. Mentioned method lies in examining outcomes
for observations in treatment group and control group. Control group is not selected
randomly; it should have some link with the treatment group. Selection of the control group
could substantially influence results thus it is important to find a suitable control group.
“Good natural experiments are studies in which there is a transparent exogenous source of
variation in the explanatory variables that determine the treatment assignment.” (Meyer,
1995:151) Important is to understand the source of variation used to estimate examined
variable. “If one cannot experimentally control the variation one is using, one should
understand its source.” (Meyer, 1995:151) Natural experiments allow analyzing effects of
exogenous variations in explanatory variable which is in other situations endogenously related
to the estimated outcome. (Meyer, 1995:151) Main issue is finding exogenous variations in
explanatory variables and suitable control groups and then to find some implications.
Weakness of these natural experiments is that we cannot generalize results from analysis
beyond groups of individuals that we have used in the study. Results are just for these
concrete groups not for all individuals.

Meyer (1995) presents some improvements of natural experiments:
1)

Use of multiple treatment and comparison groups to rule out alternative explanations

2)

Multiple preintervention or postintervention observations allow comparison of control
groups and examination of the influence of omitted factors.

Omitted variables could cause endogenous variations in explanatory variables. This implies
bias of estimation.
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6.1. Design of this method (Meyer, 1995)
6.1.1.

The one group before and after design

This simple method was used in earlier studies and is not likely to lead to valid inferences.
yit    dt  eit is basic equation of this approach, where yit is outcome for unit
i  1,..., Nt and time t=0,1; d t is dummy variable for being in treatment group15 (if t=1 d t =1,

otherwise is d t zero, we have only one group of individuals in this section but we distinguish
if it is before or after the treatment); β is causal effect of the treatment group on its outcome (β
is zero if there is no difference in mean of group 0 and 1 – there is no treatment). In this case
we do not have to use individual data, using mean of groups is sufficient. If we use individual
data, samples could be different in time 0 and 1, thus we use repeated cross-section rather
than panel data. But these two groups have to be comparable over time in absence of
treatment (if there is no tax rate change, these two groups have to be similar). Unbiased
estimate of β could be computed as difference of average over individual units’ outcome
  
between time 0 and 1: y  y1  y0 .

6.1.2.

The before and after design with untreated control group

In this case we have data for a group that is not treated but experience some or all other
influences that affect treatment group. This method is well known difference-in-differences.
The model changes to:
yitj    1dt   1d j  dt j  eitj

Most of the variables are the same as described in previous case. Index j=0,1 (if j=1 d j =1,
otherwise 0, i.e. dummy variable for treatment group); d t j is dummy variable for being in
treatment group after the treatment ( d t j is 1 if t=1 and j=1 and is 0 otherwise). 1 summarizes
influence of time on both groups,  1 is time-invariant difference in means between these
groups. Unbiased estimate of β, which is here effect of the treatment on treatment group, is


 
 
difference in differences: ˆdd  y01  y00  y11  y01  ( y10  y00 ) , where superscript denotes
group and subscript time period. This estimate could be done by applying of ordinary least
squares to equation yitj    1dt   1d j  dt j  eitj . “An advantage of the regression
15

This could be little bit confusing. We have only one group of individuals, but treatment group is in
this case only after the treatment (t=1) not before. Treatment group is defined only on time basis, there
is no control group (contrary to following example where control group exists also in time t=1 but is not
under the treatment).
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formulation is that it makes clear that the key identifying assumption is that there is no
interaction between t=1 and j=1 (except for the influence under study).” (Meyer, 1995:155)

Graph 4: Difference-in-differences
Outcome

Treatment
Effect on the
Treated β
Treatment Group

Control Group

Time

Treatment

Source: Galiani (2006)

Graph 4 shows, we assume that there is equal income trend before treatment for both control
and treatment group. If there is different trend between these two groups, it must be taken into
account. This approach is widely used when the control group for both periods has similar
distribution of outcomes as treatment group in period 0. Meyer (1995) points out that if there
are large differences between outcomes of treatment and control group, then transformations
(e.g. linear or log form) of dependent variable may affect results. This is due to different
marginal effects on dependent variable caused by nonlinear transformations. One should
chose whether log form or linear form is more appropriate. It is useful to examine size and



significance of 1 and  1 to reveal problems of interpretation. Large 1 suggests changes
between periods in dependent variable to be usual and they should be further analyzed; also
standard errors could be understated in this case. Appropriate error term structure varies
between repeated cross-section and panel data. In cross-section error terms ei 0 and ei1 are
usually uncorrelated thus averages of outcomes are independent and estimate of β could be
easily computed. In panel data correlation is common, solution is to compute in differences


 
 
the outcome of interest and in equation ˆdd  y01  y00  y11  y01  ( y10  y00 ) calculate the
variance in estimate of β by using sample variance of quantity ( yi 0  yi1 ) .
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This approach of using untreated control groups before and after treatment relies on the
comparability of these two groups. Sometimes we need to use some additional information
about differences between groups to examine comparability. To strengthen this approach of
untreated group we can add other control groups. This allows better analysis of hypothesis
that β=0 in absence of treatment. Even in approach without untreated group it is important to
examine comparability of units used. Substantial differences in characteristics does not
necessary mean that we cannot use these groups and that the results would be invalidate but
we should control for these characteristics.

Some threats to validity are eliminated by this approach but there are still important ones:
effect of omitted interactions, trends in outcome or mismeasurements (detailed described in
6.3.1 Threats to internal validity).

6.2. Extension of difference-in-differences method
Meyer (1995) describes some improvements or adjustments of above described method:
1)

Studies without time dimension – index t could be replaced by other dimension than
time. It should only indicate treatment group from other group that was not under the
treatment. But now there is a problem if t is not “being before or after treatment”
anymore, there could be an interaction between j=1 and t=1 even without treatment.
“One would like to be able to examine if the outcome measure for the treatment and
control groups would change by the same amount in response to differences analogous
to those that define the treatment but in case in which treatment is not present.” (Meyer,
1995:156)

2)

Individual characteristics – we can add some new variables to original equation like
vector of individual characteristics zitj multiplied by parameter δ. This new parameter δ
should

be

equal

across

yitj    1dt   1d j  dt j  zitj  eitj

groups.

If

it

is

not,

equation

will not adjust differences in individual

characteristics across groups.
3)

Higher order interactions – above we have only two dummy variables that described
group (one for being in treatment group and the other for time i.e. being after the time of
treatment). This approach is used where treatment group differs from control one in
more dimensions and treatment group is often defined by interaction of more than two
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variables. This approach is able to remove trends in these dimensions. This could be for
example some demographic characteristic.
4)

We could also use multiple control groups as said above or multiple pre- and
postintervention periods to examine comparability of groups. Chosen control groups
should be as similar to treatment group as possible. The more control groups are
included the better: the more importance of biases or random effects is reduced, for each
control group. “For a given degree of similarity with the treatment group, however,
greater differences across comparison groups are desirable if they are likely to lead to
different biases.” (Meyer, 1995:157) Multiple pre- and postintervention periods are used
for further examination of validity threats for example omitted variables or effects like
seasonality. Another advantage is that we could better see if treatment group and control
group embody same trend in outcomes, move parallel.

6.3. Threats to validity (Meyer, 1995)
There are some problems with this approach which could be separated into two groups:
internal and external validity.

6.3.1.

Threats to internal validity

Internal validity means that we are able to validly describe the inference that differences in the
dependent variable are caused by changes in given explanatory variables.
1)

Omitted variables – events that are different from treatment which is analyzed in
experiment but affect result and provide alternative explanation

2)

Trends in outcome – described in section 7.4. Exogenous trends in income and
institutional changes; processes producing changes in observations as a function of time
passage, e.g. wage growth, inflation

3)

Misspecified variances – “The overstatement of the significance of statistical tests due
to effects such as the omission of group error terms that indicate that outcomes for
individual units are correlated.” (Meyer, 1995:152)

4)

Mismeasurement – “Change in definition or survey methods that may produce changes
in measured variables.” (Meyer, 1995:152)

5)

Endogeneity of policy changes (government respond to variables associated with
outcomes)

6)

Endogeneity of explanatory variables (joint determination with outcome)
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7)

Sample selection – danger of correlation between assignment to treatment group and
outcome in the absence of treatment (for example assignment in treatment group
according to some values of dependent variable in the past)

8)

Attrition – differential loss of individuals from treatment and control group

9)

Omitted variations – trends that differ in treatment and control group or such omitted
variables that change for these two groups

6.3.2.

Threats to external validity:

External validity means that we are able to generalize effects that we have found in our study
to individuals, context and outcome.
1)

Interaction between selection and treatment – treatment group may not be representative
sample of some population; treatment may differ from examined one

2)

Interaction between setting and treatment –results of treatment can be various, different
results are for example for different institutional environments

3)

Interaction between history and treatment – effect of treatment may differ across time

7. Issues in estimation
Economic environment is always changing and developing. „Although taxes affect income, so
do many other economic factors. Controlling for non-tax-induced trends in taxable income is
a major obstacle to accurately estimating elasticities.“ (Giertz, 2006:3) There are lots of issues
to be solved such as: heterogeneity, mean reversion, endogeneity of tax rate, income trends,
long-term vs. short-term responses. Further problem is definition of taxable income by itself.
Here I describe some of the most important issues.

7.1. Heterogeneity
Taxes are usually not linear and different groups of taxpayers are treated diversely.
Differences in tax rates or rules could be according to income, marital status, whether people
have children, between employed and self-employed or for example sources of income.
Heterogeneity is an important feature of many tax systems. Gruber and Saez (2000) analyze
heterogeneity in the response to taxation among different groups. Most mentioned is
heterogeneity among different income groups: higher-income individuals respond to taxation
more than low-income individuals, because they have greater ability to shift their income into
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many sources according advantageousness. Low-income individuals have most of their
income from work, so they could only decide between labor and leisure – work more or less.
Gruber and Saez (2000) could analyze group-specific responses by exploiting the series of
reforms. “An interesting question in this context is which income concept to use when
dividing the sample for analyzing the responsiveness of taxable income. On the one hand, it
seems natural to divide the sample by taxable income, to replicate the tax bracket structure of
the income tax. On the other hand, this makes it quite difficult to compare the estimated
elasticities of broad and taxable income.“ (Gruber, Saez, 2000:21)

7.2. Endogeneity
When analyzing response of the income or labor supply caused by taxation, we have to be
aware of endogeneity. Endogeneity means that independent variable is correlated with error
term and the estimation is thus biased. Marginal tax rate is direct function of total income, tax
base depends on income and both are endogenous variables varying across time and are
affected by policy shocks. Also coefficients in the regression have to be uncorrelated with
error term. Usual way to deal with this problem is to use instruments such as instruments for
ln( ) and  ln( ) that are uncorrelated with error term and these were changes in values of
ln( ) and  ln( ) without behavioral response.16 For constructing predictions in time s+1

Kopczuk (2005) uses only information available in time s thereby eliminates behavioral
response between time s+1 and time s. This applies to e.g. marginal tax rate instrument,
predicted tax base, predicted itemization status.

7.3. Sample selection
Sample selection is also crucial for the elasticity estimation. Including or eliminating some
groups of individuals could markedly affect the results. Many authors exclude individuals in
the lowest-income groups: Feldstein (1995) excludes individuals below marginal tax rate of
22%, Gruber and Saez (2000) individuals with income lower than 10 000 USD, because of
the mean reversion at the bottom of the income distribution and also differences in behavior.
“By relying on the realized tax rate, the selection rule used by Feldstein (1995) and Auten and
Carroll (1999) exclude high-income individuals with low taxable income. These papers find

16

In regression

ln B   ln( )   ln( )  otherterms
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larger elasticities than the other two papers17 that base their sample selection on the income
directly.“ (Kopczuk, 2005:2108) Further, Kopczuk (2005) claims that excluding individuals
according to income or marginal tax rate has far-reaching consequences contrary to
eliminating for example older taxpayers. “Splitting sample according to either current income
or the marginal tax rate is influenced by transitory and permanent components of income as
well as individual effects. Additionally, splitting the sample according to the level of the tax
rate is effected by itemization and tax avoidance behavior.” (Kopczuk, 2005:2109) Sample
selection bias could be solved by controlling for permanent and transitory components of
income and other aspects of selecting the sample.

7.4. Exogenous trends in income and institutional changes
The trend in past 30 years is widening of the distribution of reported income and this effect is
higher for highest-income groups. In the USA the top one percent of taxpayers pay one third
of federal income taxes thus their behavior is very important for tax revenues. (Giertz,
2006:4) Not fully including income changes that are caused by non-rate effects or not caused
by tax policy, create bias of estimated elasticity of taxable income. Giertz (2006) mentions
example: increases in marginal tax rates in 1990s were applied mostly on highest-income
group and thus correlated with income growth of highest-income taxpayers. Not fully
accounting for non-tax related segments of income biases estimated elasticity of taxable
income downwards. Opposite, tax cuts in the USA in the 1980s applied to highest-income
individuals are inversely correlated with income growth. Not accounting of this effect will
positively bias ETI. It is important to identify deviations from the income trend and sources of
these deviations.

Institutional changes usually occur together with tax rate changes. These legal changes of tax
system could affect taxable income and thus bias estimated ETI. Some studies take tax
environment as given or use weighted average of two estimations of ETI.

7.5. Mean reversion
“Over a person’s lifetime, income often follows a general path (for example, age-earnings
profiles are well-known), with many fluctuations. After income has been particularly high or

17

Carroll (1998) and Gruber and Saez (2002)
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low, it will often revert to that general path. That reversion is especially pronounced at the
tails of the distribution.” (Giertz, 2006:4) For example highest-income individuals will not
have such high incomes indefinitely and they will experience income drop (they are above
their lifetime path). On the other hand educated young people will probably earn more after
some time (individuals below lifetime path). Estimated elasticity of taxable income could be
correlated with non-tax related increases (by people below their lifetime path) or decreases
(by those above their lifetime path) of taxable income, if the mean reversion is not fully
controlled. This implies bias of estimation of taxable income elasticity in opposite direction
(depends on whether tax rate rises or drops). In 1990s in the USA tax increased mostly for
highest-income groups, thus mean reversion at the bottom of the income distribution could
affect the estimation only in indirect way. Mean reversion at the top of the income distribution
will lead in upward biased ETI. This is, as I have said above, because people have very high
income only for short period and are likely experience substantial drop in income that is
unrelated with tax rate changes.

Another issue is to distinguish between permanent and transitory components of income.
Most of the studies try to isolate permanent response of taxable income but transitory
influences are not totally removed. “If those transitory fluctuations severely contaminate
measurement of the permanent responses, differences in ETI estimates for two periods may
result simply from noise.” (Giertz, 2007:763)

8. Literature survey
Now I would like to focus on the literature survey. First, it is important to say that elasticity of
taxable income is quite new concept and previous literature about responses to taxation of
income used mainly elasticity of labor supply. There is large literature about elasticities of
labor supply and savings which describe response of real behavior to taxation. Economists try
to estimate elasticity of labor supply to compute efficiency cost of taxation. They believed
that relative price of leisure and goods is the essential measure affected by tax rate changes.
They consider that elasticity of labor supply is based on preferences and depends also on
labor market institutions; some of them even think that it is constant across time and
individuals. Elasticity of labor supply is found to be small and so the efficiency costs should
be small as well. (Kleven, 2009)
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But concept of elasticity of labor supply ignores other behavioral responses, which can create
substantial efficiency losses. Increasing leisure is not the only one possible response to higher
marginal tax rates. Therefore use of elasticity of taxable income is more complex. ETI is used
in analysis of deadweight loss created by taxation, to compute revenue effect and to determine
an optimal tax rate. “The efficiency cost of taxation equals the behavioral revenue loss and
therefore depends on the tax base change. For income taxation, this is determined by ETI.”
(Kleven, 2009) Martin Feldstein was first to point out the importance of elasticity of taxable
income for economic policy in his paper “The Effect on Marginal Tax Rates on Taxable
income: A Panel Study of the 1986 Tax Reform Act”.

Eight years before Feldstein ETI was used by Lawrence Lindsey. Lindsey (1987) estimated
elasticity of taxable income with respect to marginal net-of-tax rate by relating changes in
average taxable income to changes in marginal net-of-tax rate of individuals in the same tax
bracket. He analyzed the Reagan tax reform of 1981 – drop in the top marginal tax rate from
70% to 50%. He used a two separate cross-section data of individual tax returns and via a
difference-in-differences analysis based on top income shares he estimated very large
elasticity of taxable income – between 1 and 3 with preferred results between 1.6 and 1.8.
Lindsey (1987) ranked individual taxpayers by adjusted gross income in 1979 and did the
same with sample of individual taxpayers in 1982. “The critical assumption in the Lindsey’s
analysis is that the taxpayers in successive fractiles corresponded to essentially the same
individuals in both years.” (Feldstein, 1995:556) Another problem is that Lindsey (1987) took
distribution of income as static. “... as highlighted by Navratil (1995), a critical problem with
this approach is that the income distribution is not static, and if there is any growing skewness
of income for other reasons, then the use of a constant real income cutoff will naturally lead to
finding that tax cuts for wealthy are leading to higher taxable incomes in that group.” (Gruber,
Saez, 2000:6)

8.1. Feldstein (1995)
“This is the first time in which panel data have been used to estimate the sensitivity of taxable
income to marginal tax rates.“ (Feldstein, 1995:552) Martin Feldstein uses sample of more
than 4000 individual taxpayers and estimates ETI based on comparison of data from tax
returns of the same individuals before and after tax reform in 1986. He finds out elasticity of
taxable income to be more than 1. According to Feldstein estimated elasticity implies that a
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change in income tax rate has less effect on tax revenue than would be if there was no
behavioral response to marginal tax rates. High marginal tax rates also create high deadweight
loss, because taxpayers change their behavior (e.g. change the way of spending their potential
income).
“Previous studies have identified the sensitivity of some of the components of income and
expenses to marginal tax rates. The current study examines the extent to which taxable
income as a whole responds to changes in marginal tax rates.” (Feldstein, 1995:555)

Feldstein used panel of individual tax returns, because it allows for comparison of data for the
same individual in years before and after tax reform. First year is 1985, last year before the
tax reform, and second is 1988, last year for which data were available in the time of his
study. Using this data allows him to calculate difference-in-differences estimates of the
response of taxable income to the change in marginal tax rates. If he used only a single year
cross section data, this analysis would not be possible. But there is another problem with
using panel data, because it is unstratified random sample, it contains only small number of
high-income taxpayers. In order for results to have the biggest prediction value, Feldstein has
chosen only married non-retired individuals in both years. His final sample contains 3538
medium income taxpayers (marginal tax rate in 1985 is between 22%-38%, control group I),
197 high-income taxpayers (42%-45%, control group II) and 57 highest-income individuals
(49%-50%, treatment group).

Tax reform in 1986 reduced marginal tax rate for highest-income individuals and further
changed many tax rules from 50% to 28%. It widened tax base by eliminating some tax
exemptions. “The combination was designed to be approximately revenue neutral and
distributionally neutral if there were no behavioral response to the tax changes.” (Feldstein,
1995:557-558) Drop in income tax revenue should have been offset by increasing corporate
taxation. Problem with the computation is the elimination of realized capital gains deductions
(in 1985 adjusted gross income excluded 60% of all capital), so Feldstein used adjusted gross
income, which includes all capital gains in both years (Adjusted Full AGI), and gross income,
which excludes all capital gains in both years (Adjusted AGI Excluding Capital Gains). Tax
reform 1986 also caused that some “passive losses” could not be used as tax shelter. Feldstein
explains drop in such investment after 1986 tax reform is caused more by the fall in marginal
tax rates than by change in tax system. Feldstein provides two ways of dealing with passive
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losses, one ignores passive losses at all (result of lower marginal tax rate, Adjusted Taxable
Income) and the other adds these losses to taxable income (result of change in tax rules,
Adjusted Taxable Income Plus Gross Loss). Also relation between adjusted gross income and
taxable income changed during reform – personal deductions and the effective zero bracket
for non-itemizers increased. In 1988 contrary to 1985, taxable income was defined as
excluding the zero bracket amount and the personal exemptions. Feldstein therefore adjusted
1985 taxable income to 1988 definitions so that taxable income is comparable in both years.
Last adjustment increased taxable income in 1985 by the growth rate of adjusted gross income
exclusive of capital gains (it is assumed to be the same as rate of growth of nominal income
per capita – 17.4%).

After all these adjustments Feldstein comes to estimation. He estimated elasticity of taxable
income as ratio of percentage change in taxable income between 1985 and 1988 to changes in
net-of-tax rate between these two years. He calculated net-of-tax rate as one minus marginal
tax rate. Taxpayers under 22% marginal tax rate in 1985 are eliminated, because most of them
have zero taxable income. Regarding small number of higher-income taxpayers Feldstein
combined taxpayers into three groups with the appropriate sample weights. He found that
adjusted taxable income changes most for highest-income group - almost 72% increase.
Smallest change of taxable income is for the income group between 22%-38% and this
change is similar for both types of taxable income – around 6% (see Table 3).

Table 3: The response of taxable income of nonaged married taxpayers to change in marginal
tax rates between 1985 and 1988

1985
Marginal
tax rate

Percentage changes of
Observations NetAdjusted Adjusted AGI Adjusted
of-tax full AGI
excluding
taxable
rate
capital gains
income

Adjusted
taxable
income plus
gross loss
22-38
3 538
12.2
5.1
4.6
6.2
6.4
42-45
197
25.6
17.0
14.7
21.0
20.3
49-50
57
42.2
21.3
53.7
71.6
44.8
Note: All Observations pertain to married taxpayers under age 65 who filed joint tax returns
for 1985 and 1988 with no age exemption in 1988.
Source: Feldstein (1995:561)
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Feldstein uses percentage changes in net-of-tax rate, adjusted taxable income and adjusted
taxable income plus gross loss for three marginal tax rate groups. Taxable income is defined
as adjusted gross income minus itemized deductions, i.e. sum of all incomes minus expenses
and other adjustments described above excluding itemized deductions. Then he computes
elasticity of taxable income by difference-in-differences using adjusted taxable income or
adjusted taxable income plus gross loss. His difference-in-differences method relies on
computing percentage change in taxable income between pairs of marginal tax rate groups to
percentage change in net-of-tax rates between the same groups and then comparing these two
differences.

Estimated ETI equation:

ˆ

 ln z T   ln z C
,
 ln(1    )  ln(1   C )

where z is taxable income18 and τ is marginal tax rate. T denotes treatment group and C
control group.

18

Taxable income is defined as adjusted gross income minus itemized deductions, i.e. sum of all
incomes minus expenses and other adjustments described above excluding itemized deductions.
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Table 4: The estimated elasticities of taxable income with respect to net-of-tax rates
Taxpayer Groups
Net-of-tax Rate
Adjusted Taxable
Adjusted Taxable
Classified by 1985
Income
Income Plus Gross
Marginal Rate
Loss
Percentage Changes, 1985-88
Medium (22-38)
12.2
6.2
6.4
High (42-45)
25.6
21.0
20.3
Highest (49-50)
42.2
71.6
44.8
Difference of Differences
High minus medium 13.4
14.8
13.9
Highest minus high
16.6
50.6
24.5
Highest minus
30.0
65.4
38.4
medium
Implied Elasticity Estimates
High minus medium
1.10
1.04
Highest minus high
3.05
1.48
Highest minus
2.14
1.25
medium
Note: The calculations in the table are based on observations for married taxpayers under age
65 who filed joint tax returns for 1985 and 1988 with no age exemption in 1988. Taxpayers
who created a subchapter S corporation between 1985 and 1988 are eliminated from the
sample.
Source: Feldstein (1995:565)

Table 4 shows results of ETI estimation. Estimated elasticities are all more than 1 and even
much higher. Feldstein believes that the true elasticity lies between limits in columns 2 and 3.
As we see implied elasticity is highest when comparing high- and highest-income taxpayers,
where also marginal tax rate is the highest. “These elasticity values are quite similar to the
estimates obtained by Lindsey (1987), the only other published estimates of elasticity of
taxable income with respect to the net-of-tax rate. The similarity is striking since Lindsey’s
estimates are based on a different historic episode (the 1982-84 tax cuts) and different method
of estimation (nonpanel tax return data).” (Feldstein, 1995:566)

Such high elasticities imply substantial deadweight loss. If we use above described equation
for revenue-maximizing rate:  *  (1   )1 , even for the lowest elasticity estimated by
Feldstein, which is 1.04 and assumption that α is to 1.6,19 τ* is only 37.5% (compared to 71%
estimated by Gruber and Saez (2000) with ETI=0.04). For higher elasticities revenue19

Top tail is approximately Pareto distributed, thus α doesn’t vary with tax threshold and equals to
Pareto parameter. In the USA it is close to 1.6. (Kleven, 2009)
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maximizing rate is even lower. Marginal tax rate 50% for highest-income individuals before
1986 tax reform was far beyond this revenue-maximizing rate. Its decrease should produce
tax revenue. Further, Feldstein’s analysis of 1993 tax rate increase

20

using the lowest

estimated elasticity 1.04 suggests only little or no additional revenue (net loss for income
around 180 000 USD, for income around 500 000 USD only little gain), decrease in taxable
income (12% between 140 000 USD and 250 000 USD and to 17% for incomes above 250
000 USD) and substantial increase in deadweight loss (80% for tax increase to 42%).
“The evidence presented in this paper shows a substantial response of taxable income to
changes in marginal tax rates.” (Feldstein, 1995:570) Feldstein thinks that long-run elasticities
are even higher than short-run (due to changes in occupation, locality, education etc.), so his
study should understate responses in long-run. Conclusion of his paper is that estimated
responses of taxable income have also implications for design of tax system, budget policy
and estimating tax revenue.
Feldstein’s approach is also widely criticized. Kleven (2009) sums some of its problems:
1)

If inequality increases for non-tax reasons, the ETI is biased upwards as difference-indifferences attributes all of differential increase in top incomes to tax reform.

2)

Defining treatment and control group by pre-reform income level creates a meanreversion problem. For tax cuts at the top, this biases the ETI downwards.

3)

When both treatment and control groups are affected, difference-in-differences
requires homogenous elasticities. If elasticities are increasing in income, the ETI is
biased upwards.

4)

A very small sample - results driven by very few observations

5)

Tax Reform Act in 1986 changed both the tax rate and the tax base thus a concurrent
definitions of taxable income would confound behavioral and definitional effects. This
could be solved with a constant pre- or post-definition, but not without bias.

6)

Increase of top incomes is partly driven by income shifting from corporate to personal
tax bases (Gordon, Slemrod, 2000). As corporate income is also taxed (albeit at lower
rate) ETI overstates the revenue and efficiency effects.

7)

Short-term vs. long-term responses and the timing of income.

20

Increase from 31% to 39% for incomes between 140 000 USD and 250 000 USD and to 42% for
incomes above 205 000 USD
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8.2. Following analyses
After Feldstein (1995) there is a large literature estimating ETI for different tax reforms in the
USA and later also for other countries. “The values vary considerably, depending on the
method of estimation used, the particular reform examined, and the country.” (Creedy,
2009:9) According to Gruber and Saez (2000) there are two key differences between those
studies:
1)

Control of mean reversion and other trends in income distribution – if there is mean
reverting component to income in one year panel data analysis, then high-income
individuals could seem to be low income in next year and vice versa (apart from real
response to taxation with countervailing factor).

2)

Definition of taxable income – income definition (excluding capital gains) vs.
comprehensive definition

I summarize some of the most innovative studies about elasticity of taxable income since
Feldstein (1995) like Gruber and Saez (2000) – regression specification, econometric
approach, Slemrod and Kopczuk (2000) – optimal elasticity of taxable income, Kopczuk
(2005) – tax rate vs. tax base impact on taxable income, Giertz (2006) – comparison of
different approaches and Chetty (2008) – analysis of elasticity of taxable income as measure
of deadweight loss. In the Table 5 there are some other results of ETI computation.
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Table 5: Summary of ETI studies before Gruber and Saez (2000)
Author (date)

Data (years)

Tax
change

Sample

Lindsey
(1987)

Repeated
tax crosssection
(1980 to
1984)
NBER tax
panel (1985
and 1988)

ETRA
81

AGI
˃5000 USD

TRA 86

Auten and
Carroll
(1997)

NBER tax
panel (1980
and 1983)
Treasury tax
panel (1985
and 1989)

Sammartino
and Weiner
(1997)

Treasury tax
panel (1985
to 1994)

OBRA
1993

Goolsbee
(1998)

Panel of
corp. exec.
(1991 to
1994)
Treasury tax
panel (1987
and 1996)
NBER tax
panel (1979
to 1981)

OBRA
1993

SCF panel
(1983 and
1989)
Tax
statistics
tables (1922
to 1989)

Feldstein
(1995)

Navratil
(1995)

Carroll
(1998)
Saez (1999)

Moffitt and
Wilhelm
(2000)
Goolsbee
(1999)

Controls for
mean reversion
and income
distribution
None

Income
definition

Elasticity
results

Taxable
income

Elast.: 1.05 to
2.75
Central
estimate: 1.6

Married, nonaged, non-S
corp. creating,
income
˃30 000USD

None

AGI
Taxable
income

ETRA
81

Married, income
˃25 000 USD

Use average
income

Taxable
income

TRA 86

Single and
married,
age 25-55,
Income
˃15 000 USD,
non-S corp.
creating
Less than 62
years old

Include log
income in base
year

Gross
income
Taxable
income

Elast. of AGI:
0.75-1.3
Elast. of
taxable
income: 1.13.05
Elast. of
taxable
income: 0.8
Elast. of gross
in.: 0.66
Elast. of
taxable income
0.75

None

AGI

Corporate
executives, 95%
with income
˃150 000 USD
Married aged
25-55, income
˃50 000 USD
Married and
singles only

Use average
income

Wages,
Bonus and
Stock
options
Taxable
income

Include log
income and
polynomials in
income

AGI
Taxable
income

TRA 86

High incomes
oversampled

Use various sets
of instruments

AGI

Various
tax ref.

Income
˃30 000 USD

None

Taxable
income

OBRA
1993
Bracket
creep

Use average
income

Close to zero
permanent
response of
AGI
Short run
elast.: 1
Long run
elast.: 0.1
Elast.: 0.5

Elast. of AGI:
0.25
Elast. of
taxable
income: 0.4
Elast. of AGI:
0 to 2 depends
on instruments
Elast. from 1.3 to 2
depending to
tax reform

Note: Elast. means elasticity, AGI means adjusted gross income, S-corp. means S corporation
- type of business for tax purposes in the USA. ETRA, TRA and OBRA are shortcuts for tax
reforms in the USA.
Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)
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8.3. Gruber and Saez (2000)
Gruber and Saez use panel of tax returns and analyze elasticity of taxable income throughout
several tax reforms in the USA in 1980s. These reforms reduce marginal tax rate, e.g. top
marginal tax rate decrease from 70% in 1980 to 28% in 1988. Also number of tax brackets
was dramatically reduced. Gruber and Saez explain reason for these reforms in logic of
supply side economics (lower taxes should strengthen economic activity, because labor
supply and savings should be elastic to their prices). There were three main tax reforms
during 1980s: in 1981 the Economic Recovery Tax Act (decrease in top marginal tax rates
from 70% to 50%), in 1986 the Tax Reform Act (decrease number of brackets and drop in top
marginal tax rate to 28%, changed system of deductions and exemptions) and in 1987 the
Earned Income Tax Credit (change in tax rates for low-income individuals with children).
Further, there were plenty of state tax reforms.

They study both income effects of tax changes and changes of elasticity of taxable income
after tax reforms. They estimate this elasticity to be around 0.4 and income effect to be small
so compensated and uncompensated elasticity of taxable income is very similar.21 Also
elasticity of taxable income is much higher for higher-income groups than low-income ones.
”... this response is driven largely by the behavior of high income taxpayers... High income
taxpayers who itemize appear to be particularly responsive to tax changes.” (Gruber, Saez,
2000:5)

Gruber and Saez indentify four contributions of their paper to empirical literature about ETI:
1)

Analysis of all tax reforms in 1980s in the USA (multiple years analysis) – address
identification problem by controlling relation between income changes and lagged
income levels, controlling for general tendencies relevant to taxable income and
impact of policy changes

2)

Analysis of compensated responses to tax changes and income effects

3)

Elasticity of taxable income along the income distribution not only for higher-income
groups

Difference between compensated and uncompensated elasticity should be     (1   ) ,
where η is income effect parameter. “The loss of net income caused by the higher tax rates induces
taxpayers to work more, make fewer tax-deductible expenditures (e.g., charitable contributions), and
take more income in cash rather than untaxed fringe benefits (e.g., attractive offices). This income
effect causes the observed uncompensated decline in taxable income to be less than the
compensated effect that would occur if there were no loss of net income.” (Feldstein, Feenberg,
1996:100)
21

C

U
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4)

Examination of heterogeneity and simulation of optimal non-linear income tax system

Gruber and Saez use panel data from individual tax returns over 1979-1990 with about
100 000 observations. “The empirical strategy is to relate changes in income between pairs of
years to the change in marginal tax rates between the same pairs of years.” (Gruber, Saez,
2000:8) But the length between these pairs of year (year 1 and year 2) could differ from 1 to 3
years. Similar to Feldstein, they exclude people with changed marital status along years 1 and
2 and taxpayers with low income to avoid mean reversion at the bottom of income
distribution. Further, they define broad income as type of gross income22 (consistently during
the whole period). Taxable income definition is also consistent over 1979-1990. Taxable
income is broad income minus all adjustments which can be found during the whole period to
get taxable income, exemptions and deductions are fixed in real value at 1990. Their estimates
can be seen as “impact of taxes on a 1990-style taxable income definition”.

Gruber and Saez admit that constant definition of taxable income could understate response to
tax changes due to using of 1990 definition for earlier years – individuals could use different
tax avoidance techniques that were not available in 1990 and are not included in their
definition. Further, shifting from non-corporate to corporate income causes problem of
overstating costs of rising marginal tax rates i.e. drop in individuals´ taxable income could be
due to this shifting.

For analysis itself Gruber and Saez use framework with only two goods (consumption and
income) and regression model. They define uncompensated elasticity of income as

U 

1   
z

1    z u , where
z
and compensated elasticity of income as  C 
1   
z 1   

 is marginal tax rate and z before tax income. Further,  C   U  (1   ) , where  is income
parameter defined as ratio between income before tax and virtual income23 R. Proportional
change in income before tax is defined as

dz
d
dR  zd
  C

z
1
z

24

, for given before tax

22

It includes all parts of total income as wages, interest income, dividends, business income but
excluding capital gains because of different treatment of capital gains in this period and excluding
social security benefits.
23
Definition of virtual income is not present in this paper. Generally it is sort of non-labor income.
24
This equation allows decomposition of tax change into tax rate effect (change in slope of budget
constraint) and income effect.
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income, tax rate and virtual income. Further, they use natural regression specifications of
previous equation to estimate elasticity parameters. Difference between their study and
previous works is inclusion of income effects (change in tax liability) to regression
parameters. But they started for simplification with assumption of no income effects.

First, Gruber and Saez assume that income effect is zero. They highlight that if there is
positive income shock, tax rate increases mechanically (due to correlation of tax rate change
term with error term). Thus OLS would lead to a biased estimate of elasticity of income. Their
solution is to use changes in tax legislation to provide identification of interest.25

Gruber and Saez describe two reasons, why individuals at different points in the income
distribution face different income growth rates aside from tax rate changes:
1)

Mean reversion – described in details in section 7.5 Mean reversion

2)

Change in income distribution – “For example, if income distribution widens, there
will be a positive correlation e and z1 .” (Gruber, Saez, 2000:11)

One solution how to deal with correlation between error term and income of the year 1 is
inclusion of lagged income as control variable. These income controls eliminate correlation
between error term and income effect instrument. Gruber and Saez confess that they rely on
one crucial assumption: mean reversion or changes in inequality are constant year-to-year,
thus relation between e and z1 could be non-linear but constant over time.

They use three income groups defined by broad income: 10 000-50 000 USD, 50 000-100 000
USD, more than 100 000 USD. But there is big heterogeneity within these groups caused by
lots of tax reforms. They use 2SLS estimation. Results without including income effects
depend on the method used – how to deal with mean reversion and income distribution
change.26 We can see on Table 6, that elasticities are 0.17 (broad income) and 0.61 (taxable
income) with once log income, but elasticity falls to 0.12 and 0.4 with ten-piece spline in
lagged income. This implies that ETI is sensitive to income controlling. All results are also
weighted by income to obtain relative measure.27

25

Computation of marginal tax rate that individual would face in year 2, if there was no real income
change from year 1 to year 2.
26
In all models are present controls of marital status and dummies for each base year.
27
The weights stop at 1 000 000 USD because of only few observations.
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Table 6: Basic elasticities results
Income controls

None
Broad
income
-0.300
(0.120)
-0.008
(0.010)
-0.037
(0.012)

Log income
Log 10-piece spline
Taxable
Broad
Taxable
Broad
Taxable
income
income
income
income
income
Elasticity
-0.462
0.170
0.611
0.120
0.400
(0.194)
(0.106)
(0.144)
(0.106)
(0.144)
Dummy for
-0.062
0.045
0.049
0.050
0.055
marrieds
(0.018)
(0.014)
(0.023)
(0.012)
(0.021)
Dummy for
-0.053
-0.034
-0.032
-0.036
-0.027
singles
(0.019)
(0.013)
(0.022)
(0.013)
(0.021)
Log(income)
-0.083
-0.167
control
(0.015)
(0.021)
Note: Estimates from 2SLS regressions. Income range is 10 000 USD and above. Regressions
weighted by income. All regressions include dummies for marital status and dummies for
each base year. Numbers in brackets are standard deviations.
Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)

Use of more than one tax change allows them to ease assumption that any changes in the
income distribution are functions of lagged income. “The coefficients on the splines
themselves support the connection that base period income should not be entered in a simple
log-linear fashion.” (Gruber, Saez, 2000:16) Differences between broad and taxable income
are caused by larger base of broad income and inclusion of deductions in taxable income. For
decomposition of these two effects they use “pseudo-taxable income”.28

Next, Gruber and Saez estimate elasticity by regression in which is included income effect
(see Table 7). All estimates in this part are unweighted (in previous analysis regressions were
weighted by income). “This is because the income effect coefficient   z R gives direct
(and not the percentage) change in reported income due a change in tax liability. Therefore,
the tax revenue effect due to income effects should not be weighted by income.” (Gruber,
Saez, 2000:18)

28

From both incomes (meant in years 1 and 2) are excluded deductions and exemptions year 1.
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Table 7: The substitution and income effects
Broad income Taxable income
A. No income effect included
Elasticity
0.071
0.396
(0.066)
(0.114)
Number of observations 69 129
45 765
B. Income effect included
Substitution effect
0.072
0.430
(0.069)
(0.121)
Income effect
-0.071
-0.135
(0.096)
(0.108)
Number of observations 69 089
45 728
Note: Estimates from 2SLS regressions. Regressions are unweighted. Income range: broad
income above 10 000 USD and taxable income above 10 000 USD. Regressions include 10
splines in log(income). All regressions include dummies for marital status and dummies for
each base year. Numbers in brackets are standard deviations.
Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)

Income effects are here small and negative; substitution effects are much higher and positive.
Gruber and Saez consider these income effects insignificant, so uncompensated and
compensated elasticities are (almost) identical and further they use only elasticity results
without including income effects.

Timing is also crucial. If individuals respond slowly, longer difference between year 1 and
year 2 will overestimate elasticity. But if they respond faster, longer difference will decrease
elasticity. Gruber and Saez compare results for 1 to 3 years lag. They found that elasticity of
taxable income is quite robust and similar in all three estimations. Further, they examine
impact of time trends and year dummies on estimation29 and they find their results robust, so
relationship between lagged income and income changes are unlikely to explain their results.

In the last estimation, they deal with heterogeneity between tax groups e.g. married vs.
singles, high-income vs. low-income individuals (see Table 8). They try to estimate groupspecific response. Then they divide their sample into three groups according broad income
and corresponding three groups by taxable income. Highest elasticities are estimated for
highest-income individuals (ETI 0.57). This could be caused by higher division of income

29

To prove assumption that there is no differences in relationship between first period income and the
change in income over time (correlated with tax policy).
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between more sources and thus higher ability of income shifting. Difference between
itemizers and non-itemizers is also substantial - elasticities are much higher for itemizers and
for non-itemizers are even negative. Difference between singles and married are not so clearcut - there are larger elasticities of broad income for singles but elasticities of taxable income
are similar.
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Table 8: Elasticity of heterogeneous groups
Broad
income
Panel A: Income ranges
Income range
-0.044
10 000-50 000 USD (10 000-32 000 (0.085)
USD column 3)
Number of observations
49 364

Taxable
income

Taxable income (using
taxable income cuts)

0.180
(0.164)

0.284
(0.180)

39 902

26 635

Income range
50 000-100 000 USD (32 00075 000 USD column 3)
Number of observations

-0.065
(0.154)

0.106
(0.219)

0.265
(0.192)

16 688

16 293

16 338

Income range
100 000 USD and above (above
75 000 USD column 3)
Number of observations

0.171
(0.240)

0.567
(0.298)

0.484
(0.316)

3 076

3 004

2 792

Panel B: Itemizing status
Itemizers
10 000 USD and above
Number of observations

0.266
(0.068)
28 117

0.647
(0.099)
25 746

Non-itemizers
10 000 USD and above
Number of observations

-0.210
(0.079)
41 012

-0.179
(0.122)
33 569

Panel C: Marital status
Married
10 000 USD and above
Number of observations

0.071
(0.130)
44 623

0.352
(0.176)
37 685

Single
10 000 USD and above
Number of observations

0.189
(0.208)
19 349

0.385
(0.254)
17 562

Note: Estimates from 2SLS regressions. Regressions weighted by income. Income ranges in
columns (1) and (2) based on broad income above in base year. Income ranges in column (3)
based on taxable income in base year. All regressions include dummies for marital status and
dummies for each base year and 10 income control splines. Numbers in brackets are standard
deviations.
Source: Gruber and Saez (2000)

8.4. Slemrod and Kopczuk (2002)
“The strength of the behavioral response to a tax rate change depends on the environment
individuals operate in, and may be manipulated by instruments controlled by the
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government.” (Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2002:91) In their paper, Slemrod and Kopczuk try to
describe optimal tax system represented by optimal elasticity of taxable income.30 They
systematize this description and identify three effects of every non-tax-rate policy instrument:
a direct welfare effect, distortions caused by other tax instruments and the revenue effect.
They think that the effect on distortions is what makes non-tax-rate instrument different from
tax-rate one. Further, it is the key effect in building an optimal tax system. “The optimal
setting of an administrative instrument must balance between its cost and the benefit of
reducing distortions; it is this trade-off that allows us interpret it as choosing the optimal
elasticity.“ (Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2000:94)

In the first part, Slemrod and Kopczuk derive optimal income tax in the case of governments´
ability to affect elasticity of taxable income. Government controls instrument (m), which
reduces elasticity of taxable income with respect to tax rate. This parameter has both
efficiency and distributional effects and has impact on individual’s preferences between
goods and labor. The parameter m  0,1 determines size of the commodity tax base and in
addition determines optimal progressivity of taxable income. The optimal progressivity of tax
system is inversely related to compensated elasticity of taxable income. Policy instruments
are chosen to maximize social welfare function. Further, they use Hicksian taxable income
definition, where individuals minimize their expenditures (it is similar to compensated
demand concept). By further computations they derive compensated elasticity of taxable
income:   (1  t / I c )(I c / (1  t )) , where I c is compensated taxable income and t is
marginal tax rate. But the elasticity should depend on parameter m in this model, so they
redefine the optimal tax progressivity with respect to this parameter. Slemrod and Kopczuk
confess that parameter m is defined only in general and thus makes determination of optimal
tax progressivity not easy. It proposes possible relationship between the optimal taxable
income elasticity and government goals. This parameter could be quality of audit, broadness
of tax base etc.

The benefit of increasing m is sum of the direct effect on social welfare, the revenue effect
holding the taxable income elasticity constant and the benefit of this elasticity changing. At

30

In this paper, they try to characterize what makes elasticity of taxable income to be optimal. „The
optimal setting of an administrative instrument must balance between its cost and the benefit of
reducing distortions; it is this trade-off that allows us interpret it as choosing the optimal elasticity.“
(Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2002:94)
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optimum this benefit of increasing m should be equal to the marginal administrative costs.
Further, benefit of lowering taxable income elasticity increases with higher marginal tax rate
and with taxable income. “Thus, the more egalitarian is the social objective function (which
manifests itself in higher progressivity), the greater is the benefit from using this instrument,
because the reduction of the compensated taxable income elasticity is more valuable.“
(Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2000:97) Optimal elasticity of taxable income should be lower in more
egalitarian society. Value of reducing the compensated income elasticity is proportional to
excess burden.

In the second part, government wants to raise revenue too and can use the lump-sum tax,
marginal tax rate and our instrument m that affects elasticity of taxable income to do this.
They specify this instrument m  0,1 as breath of tax base compared to general definition
used in the first part. The compensated elasticity of taxable income is denoted as   1   in
this part, where  (m) is expenditure share corresponding to tax base m. Elasticity of taxable
income is here determined by choice of tax base.
Further, they try to solve optimal income taxation problem – finding of optimal revenue-tax
base pair. They demonstrate this on the Graph 5 using the Mirrlees and Yitzhaki-Wilson
curves.

Graph 5: The Mirrlees and Yitzhaki-Wilson curves and the optimal tax system

Source: Slemrod and Kopczuk (2000:102)
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Mirrlees takes tax base  as given and solves optimal marginal tax rate t and lump-sum tax T,
this curve determines optimal progressivity of tax rate (on the graph denoted as revenue X) for
a given tax base  (or for given compensated elasticity of taxable income which is as said
above determined by the tax base). Yitzhaki and Wilson take as given revenue from tax
system and lump-sum tax T and solve optimal tax base  and marginal tax rate t. This curve
determines optimal tax base for given progressivity. Expression A(   (t   ln )(Y  T ) ,
where Y describes multiple individuals, is almost identical to Yitzhaki’s equation and is
special case of Wilson’s equation, which determines optimal tax base. Together with budget
constraint31 this expression determines optimal tax base and marginal tax rate for given lumpsum tax. “The right-hand side of this expression is marginal social benefit of expanding the
tax base, which is equal to the marginal reduction in the excess burden from raising a given
amount of revenue with larger tax base. The left-hand side is simply the marginal resource
cost of expanding the tax base.” (Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2000:102)

Results of this paper are:
1)

In the more egalitarian society, there is larger tax base and greater progressivity of tax
system; these societies have lower compensated elasticity of taxable income.

2)

If the welfare function is isoelastic and there are only small administrative costs, an
increase in the cost to keep tax base broad will lower optimal progressivity of the tax
system; further it will lead to drop in elasticity of taxable income.

3)

Elasticity of taxable income is not immutable function of consumers’ preferences and
production of technology; it could be manipulated by policy measures like
administration, enforcement or choice of tax base and it determines the optimal tax
progressivity.

These results should have ,according to Slemrod and Kopczuk, important implications for
policy makers and economists. They use as an example the Tax Reform Act of 1986. “TRA32
lowered statutory tax rates and at the same time broadened the tax base and restricted the use
of tax shelters, both of which arguably reduced the elasticity of taxable income.” (Slemrod,
Kopczuk, 2000:106) Larger elasticities of taxable income based on the analysis of this tax

31

T+X=A()+R , where X is revenue from distortional taxes, R tax revenue and A(  ) are

administrative costs for given tax base.
32
TRA means here the Tax Reform Act of 1986
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reform (than elasticities using tax reform between 1990 and 1993) are, according to Slemrod
and Kopczuk, above all result of tax broadening in 1986. But they consider comparison of
pre- and post-reform behavior to find the elasticity of taxable income problematic if the tax
reform changes tax rates and this elasticity at the same time. Further, they are aware that this
elasticity of taxable income is not only one or even dominant factor of tax system setting but
the control of this parameter affects resolution of progressivity issue. “The principal message
to policy makers is to be wary of decisions about progressivity based on the existing elasticity
of taxable income: this elasticity is itself subject to control, and may be suboptimal.
Progressivity, and all of the other aspects of a tax system, must be jointly optimized”
(Slemrod, Kopczuk, 2000:107)
Slemrod and Kopczuk establish framework for analyzing the costs of tax system’s
complexity.33 Tax system with only few deductions is characterized also by broad tax base.
The broader tax system is the lower elasticity of taxable income and the lower excess burden
is. Broader tax base is also associated with higher revenues. So simplicity of tax system
influences efficiency costs of taxation.

8.5. Kopczuk (2005)
Paper of Wojciech Kopczuk follows-up the paper of Slemrod and Kopczuk (2000). “Using a
panel of income tax returns spanning two major U.S. tax reforms of the 1980s and a number
of smaller tax law changes, I find that the elasticity of income reported on personal income
tax returns depends on the available deductions. That highlights that this key behavioral
elasticity is not immutable parameter but rather that it can be to some extend controlled by
policy makers.” (Kopczuk, 2005:2093) Kopczuk finds that broadening of tax base reduces the
marginal efficiency cost of taxation. Results point out that people in the highest-income group
are more responsive to tax rates because tax rules applied to them are different. Kopczuk tries
to estimate impact of the tax base on the elasticity of reported income. He considers elasticity
of taxable income as being main parameter to evaluate deadweight loss of income taxation.
ETI depends also on non-rate aspects such as tax base, which could be manipulated. Kopczuk
also finds that marginal deadweight loss could be manipulated by policy makers.

33

In terms of the income tax base.
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“The effect stressed in this paper is that a change in the price of deductions, or more generally
the price of legal avoidance or illegal evasion, may affect behavioral elasticities.” (Kopczuk,
2005:2095) Response of taxable income should be higher when deductions of taxable income
are abundant (reduction of taxable income is cheaper) and vice versa. Kopczuk considers this
effect to be independent on any impact on the level of taxable income and to be important for
policy settings. This relates to determination of inefficiency of taxation by elasticity of taxable
income. Understanding of this effect is also important for optimal taxation problem and for
determining potential efficiency gains of tax reforms.34
Kopczuk in his paper uses broad measure of income ( i.e. “all kinds of income reported on tax
returns that can be consistently observed over time” but excluding realized capital gains
(Kopczuk, 2005:2096)) rather than taxable income, because its definition frequently changes.
He analyses both tax rate changes and changes in tax rules and confesses that measuring rules
is very difficult. In his model, he uses quantifiable measures of non-rate changes – in place of
that varies both over time and in the cross-section. “The idea is to use the tax base as
summary statistic for tax rules in place. I rely on a taxpayer-specific measure of the size of the
tax base: the ratio of income that is subject to taxation to total income.“ (Kopczuk,
2005:2096) He wants to separate effects of tax rate change and tax base change. The
estimated response to the tax base should show degree of substitution between income and
deductible commodities.35

Number of deductible items has according to Kopczuk important implication: marginal tax
rate determines tax wedge between income and deductible items and hence induces
substitution responses. His elasticity of broad income with respect to net-of-tax rate also
shows the impact of all relative prices that are affected by change. Contrary to previous
literature, compensated elasticity of broad income depends not only on its own relative price
but also on cross elasticity of deductible goods (estimated with respect to relative price of
broad income multiplied by share of deductible goods). His goal is to estimate parameters ε
and β in following regression: ln B   ln( )   ln( )  otherterms . B is broad income, γ is
share of broad income that is spent on non-taxable commodities  

GD
(it is affected by tax
B

34

How broadness of tax base affects deadweight loss.
Results indicate, according to Kopczuk, that broad income and deductible commodities are
substitutes i.e. drop in the price of deductible commodities (that means in the case of higher tax rates)
causes a decrease in the level of broad income.
35
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reforms through changes in deductions and varies in cross-section),  is net-of-tax rate. If
there are no deductions, then γ=0. Size of the elasticity with deduction is    . β is average
cross-elasticity of deductible goods with income and could be both positive and negative (this
depends on whether deductible commodities are substitutes or complements to broad income).
Kopczuk uses data from a panel of tax returns from year 1979 to year 1990. The method of
choosing data and using them in computation is similar to Gruber and Saez (2002). 36 He uses
more than 43 000 observations and both federal t f and state tax rate t s . The effective marginal
tax rate for itemizers is t f (1  ts )  ts and non-itemizers t f  ts .

Kopczuk introduce two effects that affect tax base broadness:
1)

Deductions and adjustments – exclude part of income from taxation

2)

Difference between itemizers and non-itemizers - change relative pay-off

These effects also change cross-sectionally.

Tax rate effect:
Kopczuk uses full sample and number of income controls for permanent and transitory
components of income e.g. controlling of mean reverting components. Choice of controls
affects estimated elasticity substantially. Without any income control, nonlinearity reduces
estimated elasticity. Result is 0.27 and significant for both income controls in non-linear way.

Tax rate vs. tax base controls:
When only tax rate is controlled for, the elasticity of taxable income is 0.27 for the whole
sample. Elasticities for each income group are even smaller. Kopczuk finds that results are
sample sensitive and could contain specification error. When both tax rate and tax base are
controlled for, the elasticity is 0.096, cross-elasticity is 0.789, γ=0.119, and thus the overall
elasticity is 0.19. Further, Kopczuk estimated direct effect of the tax base37 and also
estimation for subsamples.

36

Comparing differences between observations in three years spread. Initially Kopczuk had 300 000
observations, thus 100 000 three year differences. He excludes people with change of marital status in
years t-1, t or t+3, age exemption, non-positive income, and people who fill return as head of
household.
37
Direct effect of tax base is close to zero.
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Results are quite different between singles and married: Estimates of direct elasticity and
cross-elasticity of singles vary and they are insignificant. Kopczuk explains this with non-tax
motivated changes in income, such as part-time job or entering labor force. Results for
married individuals are stable and consistent across all specifications: direct elasticity of the
tax rate is small, but cross-elasticity is around 0.7. Kopczuk consider these results the most
reliable and important for his analysis.

Kopczuk also taxable income instead of broad income applies to his analysis. The baseline
estimate of the elasticity of taxable income is 0.41. Elasticity for singles is higher than for
married. He also uses two specification checks: itemization changes and censoring.38
Elasticity is smaller for those who did not change itemization status than for whole sample.
But censoring has only small effect. Over-weighting high-income people result in higher
elasticity. Results of controlling for tax base suggest that estimated elasticity is sensitive to
tax base.

Kopczuk finds that decrease in the price of deductible item leads to reduction in the level of
broad income, because broad income and deductible commodities are substitutes. Kopczuk
estimates elasticity of substitution between deductible items and broad income to be less than
one but positive (around of 0.75). The result suggests that individual with no access to
deductions would not respond to tax rate changes and the more deductions are available the
stronger response is. Limitation of his paper is that he focuses only on personal income
taxation, so he is not able to analyze overall efficiency costs of taxation. Kopczuk finds his
main contribution in demonstrating that the elasticity of income varies systematically with the
tax base and this effect is important. These results are similar for all income groups. Previous
literature ignores according to him effect of the tax base thus the results were misspecified.

38

„Denoting broad income as B, the consistent definition of deductions as D, the (reference level of)

S and personal exemptions by E , all previous papers defined taxable income
as T  B  max( D, S )  E . Taxable income defined in this way is not a differentiable function of
standard deduction as

individual decisions: it has a kink at D  S violating an implicit assumption underlying econometric
approaches based on a linear regression. It also introduces censoring of the residual present in D,
potentially leading to a bias when estimating the response of taxable income.“ (Kopczuk, 2005:2112)
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8.6. Giertz (2006)
Giertz in his paper compares different approaches of estimating response to federal tax
increase between 1990 and 1993. He examines studies of Gruber and Saez (2002), Carroll
(1998b) and Auten and Carroll (1999). According to approach used, elasticity of taxable
income differs. Results are sensitive to income adjustments, identification and weights in
regression. Giertz uses Internal Revenue Service’s individual tax return for 1985 and 1988 to
2001, but primary analysis used periods from 1988 to 1995. Using Carroll’s approach, the
estimated elasticity is between 0.03 and 0.54, depending on the income threshold. Gruber and
Saez’s method leads in ETI between 0.2 and 0.3. Comparing years yields in an ETI from 0 to
0.71. Higher elasticities were found as usual for higher-income individuals. Important is also
choice of income or personal weights. “The major conclusion is that isolating the true taxable
income responses to tax change is extremely complicated by a myriad of other factors and
thus little confidence should be placed on any single estimate. Additionally, focusing on
particular components of taxable income might yield more insight.” (Giertz, 2006:3) Giertz
also shows disputableness of mean reversion and exogenous income trends, because they vary
across time, they affect only part of the income distribution or affect each part differently and
their causations are not well understood.

Gruber and Saez (2002)
This approach lies in first differences and includes variable (function of income) in order to
control the non-tax related trends in income and is described above in detail. Giertz uses
three-year intervals and excludes low-income individuals below 10 000 USD per year in this
approach. Mean net-of-tax rate is according to Giertz 69.6. Giertz finds that this methodology
is sensitive to income-weighting and that only few highest-income individuals are included.
Estimated ETI is 0.2 and significant for period from 1988 to 1996 (for 1990s ETI is 0.2 and
for period from 1979-2001 it is 0.3). Without income controls he finds much larger
elasticities, which shows according to Giertz that mean reversion dominates the secular
increase in income at the top of the income distribution.39

Carroll (1998b)
Carroll uses year-to-year differences and includes more demographic information to control
the non-tax-related trends in income. Giertz uses paired observations, which represented one-

39

In 1990 there was drop in income at the top of the distribution due to mean reversion.
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year change in the particular variable, and excludes individuals below 50 000 USD a year. In
original analysis, Carroll used above 30 000 paired observations; state tax rates were not
included, mean net-of-tax rate was 64.7. Mean independent variable is log of change in
income between year (t-1) and t. “To control for tax-rate endogeneity, average income over
the seven years is used to generate a “synthetic” tax rate that varies only with exogenous tax
law changes. That is, the marginal tax rate is calculated for each year on the basis of the
individual’s average income.” (Giertz, 2006:8) Giertz estimates elasticity using Carroll’s
approach around 0.5 (0.54 for full sample and 0.46 for year-fixed effects) and finds that
results are sensitive to income cutoff included in the sample. Increasing income cutoff

40

to

including taxpayers into the sample leads in smaller elasticities. “Altering the income cutoff
for inclusion into the sample primarily affects the counterfactual group41 (i.e. the group not
facing a tax change).” (Giertz, 2006:11) Control group is used to estimate income trend
without any policy change and we assume this trend to be the same for all income-groups. In
period between 1990 and 1993, income growth was smaller for lower-income groups than for
higher-income groups (on which were targeted tax increases). When income cutoff raises the
estimated income trend, without any changes in tax rules, may also rise. If this phenomenon
dominates, estimated elasticity may rise as well with rising tax rates.42 Contrary to this effect
mean reversion should be stronger for lower-income groups. When mean reversion prevails,
estimated ETI should fall with raising cutoffs. Giertz found that mean reversion is stronger
phenomenon.

Comparing end of the years
This approach compares years before and after tax reform thus analyses response for only two
periods. This approach has been used by Auten and Carroll (1999). Giertz proceeds general
approach of comparing years prior and after reform but employs Gruber and Saez’s variable
construction. Data for 1989 and 1995 Giertz uses to analyze tax reforms in early 1990s.
Further, he uses data from 1985 and 1989 to examine the Tax Reform Act in 1986. Giertz
uses while analyzing the 1990s almost 32 000 observations and excludes individuals with
income below 10 000 USD in 1989. The model is similar to Gruber and Saez (2002). “The

40

Instead of 50 000 USD, Giertz uses 75 000 USD or even 100 000 USD income cutoffs.
I.e. control group.
42
This relates to 1990s in the USA, when some taxpayers experienced non-tax-related trend in
income (1991-1992 and 1994-1995 tax schedule did not change), an increase of tax rates in 1990 and
1993 were targeted on higher-income individuals. Moreover income grew slower for lower- than for
higher-income groups.
41
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main difference is that this approach uses only one paired observations covering six years per
individual, as opposed to a series of three-year time spans.” (Giertz, 2006:8) Using this
approach is according to Giertz one way of focusing on long term responses. Examining 1986
tax reform, Giertz excludes individuals with income below 10 000 USD in 1985 and zero or
negative taxable income in 1989. Auten and Carroll (1999) found elasticities examining tax
rate changes from 1985 to 1989 from 0.51 to 0.75 according to set of control variables used.
Giertz estimated (by comparing the same years and using the same approach as Auten and
Carroll (1999) but Gruber and Saez’s set of control variables) ETI of 0.32. Further, he
estimated using years 1989 and 1995 person weighted ETI slightly negative but statistically
not different from zero. There are also different estimates for log of base-year income (ETI
equals -0.08) or 10-piece spline controls (ETI falls to -0.57). Corresponding estimate for years
1985 and 1989 is 1.33. 10-piece spline controls are according to Giertz more effective in
control of secular rise in income. Estimated results are also dependent on choice of sample
income cutoffs.

8.7. Chetty (2008)
Chetty analyses elasticity of taxable income as measure for excess burden in presence of tax
avoidance or evasion, which he denotes as sheltering behavior. This behavior could be
deferred by penalty. Chetty also shows that this sheltering has both resource and transfer costs
and that excess burden of income taxes depends on a weighted average of the taxable income
and total earned income elasticities. Weights are determined proportionally by the marginal
resource cost of sheltering. This formula is simple and allows calculation of excess burden of
income taxation without describing all interactions with other tax bases. Efficiency cost of
taxation is not necessarily large regarding high-income individuals because of high sensitivity
of their income. Starting from Feldstein (1995), elasticity of taxable income was considered
as proper measure of excess burden of income taxation. Further, efficiency cost does not
depend on the source that drives taxable income elasticity (e.g. tax avoidance, tax evasion or
changes of labor supply) if there are no changes in tax revenue from other tax bases. Chetty
tries to analyze these arguments and shows that it is not so clear-cut.

Early studies model sheltering as having only resource costs, which implies that it generates
economic loss. But Chetty argues: “In many cases, part of the cost of evasion and avoidance
reflects a transfer to another agent in economy.“ (Chetty, 2008:0) Chetty claims that in
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presence of “transfer costs” taxable income formula does not hold, moreover if there are only
these transfer costs of tax avoidance, avoidance does not generate any efficiency loss.43
Excess burden depends only on total earned income elasticities.44 Contribution of his paper is
adjusting the formula for computing excess burden of income taxation in presence of transfers
between agents. Chetty proposes an alternative approach for measuring excess burden with
revenue offsets and fines.

No sheltering
This approach is based on Feldstein’s model of labor supply. Individuals decide between
leisure and labor (consumption) and maximize their utility function. Social welfare function
W is defined as sum of individual’s utility and tax revenue. Marginal excess burden of
taxation is as follows:

W
wl
, where t is tax rate, l is hours worked and w is fixed wage
t
t
t

rate. Taxable income (TLI) is fixed wage rate multiplied by hours worked and

wl
is taxable
t

income elasticity, which is in this case sufficient to calculate excess burden

Sheltering, only resource cost
Resource cost g(e) is cost paid by sheltering of amount e, it is an opportunity cost of losing in
total output from sheltering. Sheltering changes labor supply function and Social welfare
function as well. Taxable income is described as (wl  e) and excess burden is
now

W
( wl  e)
. “Hence, the marginal social costs of reducing earnings and reporting
t
t
t

less income are exactly the same at individual’s optimal allocation, making it irrelevant which
mechanism underlines the change in TLI for efficiency. This is the intuition underlying
studies which argue that taxable income elasticity is sufficient to calculate deadweight loss
even in the presence of evasion and avoidance.“45 (Chetty, 2008:5)

Sheltering, transfer costs
Here, Chetty includes in his model cost that occurs in case transferring value to another agent
e.g. cost of being caught by audit – fine F(e). Probability p(e) of audit is increasing in e.
43

It is only transfer of resources to another agent.
Taxes affect real labor supply choices which affect total earnings.
45
From the efficiency point of view it makes no difference if taxable income changes with tax rate
because of change in labor supply or sheltering.
44
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Moreover, if cheater is caught, he must pay fine plus tax bill so costs of sheltering are

z(e, t )  p(e)te  F (e) . These costs are included into individual’s choice and social welfare
function (here twice with opposite signs because of z (e, t ) externality transfer). The excess
burden is now quantified as:

W
wl e  z 
t
   t  . Additional first order condition46
t
t
t  e 

implies that the second term is zero, thus taxable income elasticity is not sufficient to
calculate deadweight loss in this case. Excess burden depends on effect of tax rate change on
total income minus labor supply decisions. If this total income responds only because of
sheltering, there are no deadweight losses, because cost for one agent is gain for another.
There are no social welfare costs but only private costs.

Transfer costs could have two appearances: transfer to government (revenue offset) or to other
private agents. Example of revenue offset is shifting of income from personal to corporate
one. Penalties for avoidance or evasion could be imposed also by private agents not only by
government e.g. loss of clients, firing of liable persons, loss of wealth. Chetty thinks that legal
avoidance may be partly deterred by private transfer costs. “Transfer externalities are of
special interest because they create a wedge between the marginal resource cost of sheltering
and the tax rate, potentially explaining why agents do not always shelter income to the point
where the marginal resource cost equals the tax benefit.” (Chetty, 2008:12-13) These transfer
costs are not standard externalities (in meaning that they do impose cost on agent who makes
sheltering decision) thus they induce private cost but no effect on social welfare.

Sheltering with both resource and transfer costs
Both costs are added to social welfare equation and utility maximization problem. Excess
burden depends on average of the taxable income and total earned income elasticities.
Weights   0,1 are influenced by relative importance of resource and transfer costs. If μ=0,
there are no resource costs. If μ=1, there are no transfer costs. Chetty warns that we have to
distinguish between avoidance and evasion and changes in labor supply and further how
much taxable income elasticity is driven by each effect when calculating excess burden of
taxation. This is important because of difference between marginal social costs and marginal
private costs when μ<1. It is also important to know the extent of resource vs. transfer costs.

46

t

z
e
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“These issues are particularly important in understanding the efficiency cost of taxing
individuals who have substantial ability to shelter income, such as high-income earners and
self-employed individuals.” (Chetty, 2008:13) If sheltering responses are greater than labor
supply responses, excess burden could be also calculated as estimates of taxable income
elasticity multiplied by estimate of weights μ.

Optimal taxation
Above described analysis has implications for determination of optimal tax system too. “A
related point is that even if sheltering has no efficiency cost, it could still be desirable to
reduce sheltering from the perspective of optimal policy. Reducing tax evasion through stiffer
penalties could be a more efficient way to generate revenue than raising other distortionary
taxes even if evasion has no resource cost.” (Chetty, 2008:10)

9. Development of the income taxation of individuals in
the Czech Republic from the year 1990
In this chapter, I describe Czech tax system and then its main reforms. In section 9.3
Development of natural person income taxation 1990-2010 I focus on income tax applied to
natural persons.

9.1. Tax system in the Czech Republic
In the Czech Republic tax system is similar to many other OECD countries. It is divided into
two main sources: direct and indirect taxes. Particular taxes are described below as divided
into these two groups. Their share on tax revenue is similar, but in the future indirect taxes
should be more important. (See www.mfcr.cz) Summary below is based on data from Czech
Tax Administration.

9.1.1.
1)

Direct taxes

Natural Person Income Tax – from the year 2008 there is single tax rate 15% for all
income groups and for both self-employed and employees. From the year 2008
government cancelled common taxation of married couples.

2)

Legal Entity (corporate) Income Tax – tax rate was 20% in the year 2009and for the
year 2010 it is anticipated as 19%. From the year 1992 we can see substantial decrease
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in corporate tax from 42% in the year 1992 to 19% in 2010, the rate drops to less than
half on initial height. Investment funds, investment companies, unit trusts and pension
funds are taxed at the lower tax rate, which is only 5% from year 2004. Corporations
can deduct from the tax base loss from previous years in the following 5 years and
also expenditures on research and development.
3)

Real Estate Tax – is applied for land and real estates. The tax rate is applied according
the location and utilization of land or type and utilization of real estates.

4)

Road Tax – is applied to automobiles used in proprietorship. Tax is counted according
to stroke volume of the motor or count of axles of a truck.

5)

Inheritance tax, gift tax and real estate-transfer tax – tax rate is from 0.5% to 40%
according to relationship between testator or giver and acquirer. Inheritance between
children and their parents is not subject to the tax. Tax rate for real estate transfers is
3% of the sale price or of the price according to appraisal - judgment of the official
expert (the higher price from these two).

6)

Social security and health care contributions – we can consider these contributions as
type of tax, social security contribution is in year 2010 6.5% from base of assess paid
by employee and 25% paid by employer, heath care contribution paid by employee is
4.5% of base of asses and paid by employer it is 9%.

9.1.2.
1)

Indirect taxes

Value Added Tax – from year 2010 base rate is 20% (in 2009 it was 19%) and reduced
rate is 10% (9% in 2009). Value added tax is harmonized with the EU legislation.
Reduced rate is applied for example to food, pharmaceuticals, culture, heating, water
supply or housing constructions. Obligatory registration to VAT is for entities with
yearly turn-over higher than 1 million CZK. Financial services are exempt from VAT
without credit and export of goods is exempt with credit.

2)

Excise Tax – is applied to mineral oils, beer, sparkling vine, tobacco products and
alcohol. For each product there is a different tax calculation. Excise tax is also
harmonized with the EU legislation.

3)

Customs duty – follows Community Customs Codex of the EU and Common Customs
Tariff

4)

Ecological taxes – taxes on electricity, natural gas, solid fuels and other charges on
pollution
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Table 9: Development of tax collection in Czech Republic from 2004 to 2009
Tax/ Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

VAT

184 320 208 413 217 784 236 385 255 190 253 612

Legal Entity Income Tax

106 526 137 432 128 865 155 674 173 590 110 543

Income tax paid by withholding tax 12 098 11 242 14 003 15 700 19 299 19 189
Road Tax

5 509

5 191

5 428

5 915

6 002

4 795

Inheritance Tax

100

103

124

109

115

88

Gift Tax

818

510

604

692

345

162

Real estate-transfer Tax

9 461

7 494

7 788

9 774

9 950

7 809

Fees, fines, ecological taxes etc.

5 099

5 252

4 977

4 250

4 281

3 784

Natural Person Income Tax
Entrepreneurs
Natural Person Income Tax
dependent activity
Real Estate Tax

24 040 26 583 17 854 17 003 17 749 5 565

Together

455 547 517 870 514 079 577 014 606 896 522 950

102 627 110 662 111 633 126 388 115 180 111 042
4 948

4 987

5 017

5 123

5 195

6 361

Note: Amounts are in millions of CZK
Source: Czech Tax Administration
On the Table 9 we see how tax revenue from different taxes has been developed.

9.2. Reforms of Czech tax system
Vančurová (2008) mentions that from year 1993 there were hundreds of changes in tax
legislation, but tax reforms to all their intents and purposes are only few of them. According
to her, the tax reform should have at least one of following attributes.
1)

Substantial change of tax mix

2)

Change of tax incidence

3)

Implementation of new or cancelation of existing taxes

4)

In light of cause leading to them

From this point of view we can find 5 tax reforms (see Table 10):
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Table 10: Reforms of tax system in the Czech Republic
Period
19911993

20032004
20052006
2008

20092010

Description
Implementation of tax system of a market-based economy – implementation of
VAT and excise tax, segregation of social security contribution from income taxes,
single income tax act, decrease of income tax rates for legal entities, higher
efficiency of tax administrative
Implementation of legislation of the European Union – new VAT and excise tax
acts, harmonization with EU legislation and rates, increase of rates of indirect taxes
Change in progressivity of tax system – mainly change in progressivity of natural
person income tax, implementation of tax discount, tax bonus
Fast consolidation of public budgets – decrease of legal entity income tax rate, but
this was offset by broader tax base; principle of “super-gross” wage, maximal tax
base of asses, implementation of ecological taxes, increase of VAT rates; goals of
this reform are decrease of public budget deficit and stop of increasing state debt,
increase of tax administration efficiency, decrease of tax distortions and
administrative costs; principles are decrease of tax burden and simpler tax system
Modernization of tax system – new conception of direct taxes, simpler and more
effective of tax administration
Source: Own summarization of Vančurová (2008) and Maková (2008)

Next I describe changes in natural person income tax from 1990 up to day.

9.3. Development of natural person income taxation 1990-2010

9.3.1.

1990-1992

Tax system designed in 1952 lasts during the whole era of the central planned economy in
almost the same scheme in the Czechoslovak Republic until 1989. Taxes were divided into
tax paid by legal entities like turn-over tax and tax paid by citizens. Tax paid by citizens was
divided into wage tax, income tax paid by citizens, trade tax (or proprietorship tax), house tax
and so on. Trade tax was cancelled in 1961. The tax rate for income of citizens was
progressive (but for first two income groups it was gradually47 progressive). Together there
were 8 income groups with maximal tax rate 80%. Tax system was designed as part of
administrative system of governing and taxes were determined by state price policy, where
price was administratively designed. Further, tax revenues were part of state plan and
executed political tasks.

47

For example for tax base under 3 600 CSK the tax rate was 5% and 3610 CSK were taxed by 10%
tax rate, but the whole amount not just 10 CSK.
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Between years 1990 and 1992 there was a transition period. Due to new established private
corporations some tax laws need to be adjusted. The conception of tax reform was processed
by the Federal Ministry of Finance with the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic and
the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak Republic and was certified by the government in
September 1990. New legislation was implemented from year 1993. In 1990-1992 income tax
for individuals registered in trade registry was 20% for income (tax base) below 200 000 CSK
and 55% for income above 200 000 CSK. Other natural persons without registration in trade
registry paid tax from citizens’ income. Number of tax groups was decreased to 5 and also tax
rates decreased: 15% for tax base under 60 000 CSK, 25% for tax base between 60 000180 000 CSK, 35% for tax base from 180 000 CSK to 540 000 CSK, 45% for tax base
between 540 000-1 080 000 CSK and 55% for tax base above 1 080 000 CSK. (Dvorská,
1999:27) The system was “sliding progressive” e.g. higher rate is applied only to part of the
tax base which exceeds certain threshold.

9.3.2.

1993

From first January 1993, new legislation and tax system was implemented. Taxes were
divided into two groups – direct and indirect taxes. Turn-over tax was changed into value
added tax and universal income tax was created. Transfer of natural person income taxes is
described in Table 11. Statutory regulation of income taxation for all types of income and all
income groups summarizes the Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll., which holds in novelized
version until today. This income tax act was designed in 1991 and 1992 as federal tax act but
after split of federal state it was transferred into two national rules of law with only little
differences. This new income tax act puts strong accent on neutrality and universality and
derives benefits from recommendations of International Monetary Fund to prefer in the initial
period simplicity and fast tax collection. (Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic:
Reforma daňového systému 2010.)
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Table 11: Direct taxes paid by natural persons
Before year 1991

Wage tax
Tax from literature and
artistic activities
Citizens’ income tax
Citizens’ income tax from
agricultural activities
House tax
Land tax
Notarial charges from
inheritance and donations
Notarial charges from real
estate transfers

From year
1991
No change
No change
No change
Citizens’
income tax
No change
No change
No change

From year 1993
Into budget
system
Natural person
income tax

Out of budget system
Social security
contributions
Health care
contributions

Real estate tax

Contributions to
employment fund

Inheritance tax,
gift tax
No change
Real estatetransfer tax
Road tax
Source: Svátková (1992:16)

The trend was gradually decreasing the tax burden. Income tax is applied to all individuals, no
matter if they are employees, self-employed, entrepreneurs or receivers of capital gains.
Subject to tax are all incomes from dependent activity and function benefits, entrepreneurial
and other independent activity, capital assets, renting and other incomes even, from
nonmonetary ones. Gifts (except those accepted in relation to entrepreneurial activity) as well
as inherited assets and real-estate transfers, further loans, credits and shares acquired under
certain conditions are not subject to tax. Certain income is free of tax, for example social
benefits and pensions. Tax base is difference between gross incomes and expenditures spent
on achievement of these incomes. For individuals who have an obligation of book-keeping the
tax base is profit from current year before taxes. Incomes free of tax and incomes which are
taxed by special tax rate are not included in a tax base. Self–employed could apply costs in
real amount or in proportional height (for example 30% of incomes).

Tax base is decreased by the non-taxable parts of tax base (tax exemptions) for every taxpayer
(20 400 CSK), for children (9 000 CSK), member of married couple without own income48
(12 000 CSK) and for disabled persons (6 000 CSK partial and 12 000 CSK full disability).
Tax is calculated from tax base decreased by tax exemptions. Tax rates were set as follows
(Table 12):

48

With income below 20 400 CSK for a year.
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Table 12: Tax rate according to Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll.
Tax base
Tax rate
Below 60 000 CSK
15%
60 000-120 000 CSK
20%
120 000-180 000 CSK
25%
180 000-540 000 CSK
32%
540 000-1 080 000 CSK 40%
Above 1 080 000 CSK
47%
Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll.

The tax rate was applied only to amount in the tax bracket (for example income tax base
80 000 CSK was taxed by 15% applied to first 60 000 CSK and 20% to remaining 20 000
CSK). Special tax rate was applied to incomes that come from territory of the Czech Republic
such as dividends and other capital gains, interest gains and to non-residents. Income tax from
wages is collected by system of advance payments and tax is paid on behalf of employee by
his or her employer. It means that employees get net wage from which tax is already
deducted.

9.3.3.

1993-2007

Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. has been amended many times since 1993. So I will
describe only substantial changes in income taxation of natural person. Already mentioned
neutrality has been disappearing step by step due to political decisions (implementation of
new deductions and exemptions) and income tax act has become more complex. Income tax
became an instrument to influence social problems of taxpayers and their economic behavior.

Table 13: Development of natural person income tax in years 1993-2007
Year

Tax rate in tax brackets
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
2006-2007 12% 19% 25% 32%
2000-2005 15% 20% 25% 32%
1996-1999 15% 20% 25% 32% 40%
1995
15% 20% 25% 32% 40% 43%
1994
15% 20% 25% 32% 40% 44%
1993
15% 20% 25% 32% 40% 47%
Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. as amended, valid from 1993 to 2007
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From this Table 13, we see that number of tax brackets gradually decreased and tax burden
also decreased. Tax bases for tax bracket were increased during this period as shown in the
next Table 14.

Table 14: Development of tax base of natural person income tax for each tax bracket from
1993 to 2007
Year

Tax base in tax brackets
I

II

2007

0-121.2

2006

III

IV

V

VI

121.2-218.4 218.4-331.2 >331.2

-

-

0-121.2

121.2-218.4 218.4-331.2 >331.2

-

-

2001-2005 0-109.2

109.2-218.4 218.4-331.2 >331.2

-

-

2000

0-102

102-204

204-312

>312

-

-

1999

0-102

102-204

204-312

312-1 104

>1 104

-

1998

0-91.44

91.44-183

183-274

274-822.6

>822.6

-

1997

0-84

84-168

168-252

252-756

>756

-

1996

0-84

84-144

144-204

204-564

>564

-

1995

0-60

60-120

120-180

180-540

540-1 080

>1 080

1994

0-60

60-120

120-180

180-540

540-1 080

>1 080

1993

0-60

60-120

120-180

180-540

540-1 080

>1 080

Note: Amount in thousands CZK, only in year 1993 in thousands CSK.
Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. as amended, valid from 1993 to 2007

Tax is counted for the tax base, from which non-taxable parts of tax base, exemptions and
deductible items are deducted. Development of non-taxable parts of tax base is described
below in Table 15. Since year 2006, non-taxable parts were almost entirely substituted by tax
discounts.
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Table 15: Development of non-taxable parts of tax base from 1993 to 2005
Non-taxable part
of tax base

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Taxpayer

20
400

21
600

24
000

26
400

28
800

Another member
of married
couple
Another member
of married
couple
(handicapped)
Partial disability

12
000

12
000

12
000

12
000

0

24
000

24
000

24
000

Full disability

12
000
36
000

12
000
36
000

12
000
42
000

12
000
42
000

13
080
45
780

14
280
50
040

14
280
50
040

14
280
50
040

Studies

0

6 000 6 000 6 000 12
000

12
000

10
464

11
400

11
400

11
400

Child

9 000 10
800

12 00 13
0
200

14
400

18
000

21
600

23
520

25
560

Child
(handicapped)

0

24 00 26
0
400

28
800

36
000

43
200

47
040

51
120

Chan
ge to
tax
prefe
rence
12 00
0

Handicapped

2001
2003
38
040

2004

32
040

1999
2000
34
920

2005

16
800

18
240

19
884

21
720

21
720

21
720

33
600

36
480

39
768

43
440

43
440

43
440

38 04 38 04
0
0

6 000 6 000 6 000 6 000 6 000 6 000 6 540 7 140 7 140 7 140

0

12
000
36
000

12
000
36
000

Note: Amount in CZK, only in year 1993 in CSK. For dependent child tax preference of
6 000 CZK is applied in year 2005. This tax preference is deducted not from tax base but
directly from tax liability. If this tax preference exceeds tax liability, taxpayer has a claim on
tax bonus. This is the difference from tax discount and non-taxable part of tax base.
Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. as amended, valid from 1993 to 2005

There are also other issues that influence tax base. One of them is depreciation (write-offs):
tax or book depreciation. Depreciation reflects devaluation of assets´ value due to usage.
Simplified, it is a percent of which the value of an asset is decreased. This amount could be
included as expenditure and affects tax base. Book depreciation could be specified by
taxpayer but tax depreciation is specified lawfully. If the book depreciation is higher than tax
one, tax base is increased by their difference and vice versa. Further, entrepreneur or self-
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employed could apply instead of real cost (expenditures) spent on income achievement
expenditures as certain percent of income, this percents is described in the Income Tax Act.
There is also limit for declaration of tax return. This limit has been gradually increased from
6000 CZK in 1994 to 15 000 CZK in 2007. If taxpayer has incomes below this limit, he/she
has not obligation of tax return declaration.

In the year 2003, another novelization was made in the connection with the join of Czech
Republic in the EU with the validity from January 2004. EU legislation and directives relating
to income taxation were implemented into the income tax act. Above all it relates with
Directive 90/434/EEC on a common system of taxation applicable to mergers, divisions,
transfers of assets and exchanges of shares concerning companies of different Member States
(the Merger Directive), Commission Decision 94/434/EEC about taxation of some incomes of
non-residents and Directive 90/435/EEC on the common system of taxation applicable in the
case of parent companies and subsidiaries of different Member States.

Further, from year 2004, minimal tax base was implemented for entrepreneurs and partially
for self-employed natural persons. This minimal tax base (see Table 16) was implemented due
to high tax avoidance in this group of taxpayers. Common practice was declaration of no
profit (revenues were smaller than costs). Since 2004 entrepreneur and taxpayers with income
from other independent gainful activity have to pay tax specified according to minimal tax
base even if they declare economic loss or their tax base is smaller than this minimal tax base.
Minimal tax base is not applied to students, retired people and people who care about
dependent others. Another change is implementation of tax evidence instead of single-entry
book-keeping. This applies to entrepreneurs and taxpayers with income from other
independent gainful activity who do not manage book-keeping and do not assign cost by
percent. Tax evidence contains information about earnings and expenditures and assets and
liabilities and serves for tax base specification (in principle earnings minus expenditures).

Table 16: Development of minimal tax base
Year Minimal tax base in CZK
2004 101 000
2005 107 300
2006 112 900
2007 120 800
Source: MVM účetní servis
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The institute of common taxation of married couple with one or more dependent child was
established from the year 2006. Common taxation consists of summation of partial tax bases
for both partners and deduction of non-taxable part for both of them. Tax return is declared by
both partners separately and they specify into the tax return half of the joint tax base. Tax is
counted from this half of the joint tax base. Non-taxable parts of tax base are mostly
substituted with tax discounts (Table 17), which are deducted from calculated tax liability. If
the tax preference (for example on dependent child) is higher than tax liability, taxpayer can
claim tax bonus. This tax bonus will be returned to taxpayer in minimal amount of 100 CZK
and maximal amount of 30 000 CZK a year.49

Table 17: Change in exemptions from 1. 1. 2006
Non-taxable part of tax base Amount
in 2005
(CZK)

Tax advantage for each tax Tax discount
bracket (CZK)50
(CZK)
15% 20%
25%
32%

Taxpayer

38 040

5 706

7 608

9 510

Another member of married 21 720
couple
Another member of married 43 440
couple (handicapped)
Partial disability
7 140

3 258

4 344

5 430

6 516

8 688

10 860

1 071

1 428

Full disability

14 280

2 142

Handicapped

50 040

7 506

Studies

11 400

1 710

12
173
6 950

7 200

8 400

1 785

13
901
2 285

2 856

3 570

4 570

3 000

10
008
2 280

12 510

16
013
3 648

9 600

2 850

4 200

1 500

2 400

Source: Běhounek (2005:23)

9.3.4.

Recent development

Reform of Czech public finances was prepared in the year 2007. One of the goals of the
reform of income taxation was to achieve lucidity and orderliness of income tax act,
restoration of neutrality and preferable position in tax competition among countries. Many

49

Not applicable for incomes taxed by withholding tax, non-taxable incomes or free of tax incomes
and also incomes only from renting. Taxpayer’s income has to get over certain level described in the
Income Tax Act but this threshold is really small and can be considered as negligible.
50
It describes decrease of the tax due to non-taxable part of tax base e.g. 15% of 38 040 is 5 706,
which is actually similar to tax discount.
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changes were made with connection to the new Act on Stabilization of Public Finances. Main
goal is, according to the Czech Ministry of Finance, finding the optimal relation between tax
fairness and effective tax administration. Further, lower tax rate is preferred with broadly
defined tax base, without vast of deductions, exemptions etc. and minimization of tax
avoidance and tax evasion.51 From the first January 2008, progressive income tax has been
replaced by linear tax rate independent of tax base. This rate for natural persons has been set
to 15%. From the first January 2009 it should decline to 12.5%. This reform constitutes
fundamental change in income taxation. So far only degree of progressivity was discussed
while tax burden was gradually decreased. Common taxation of married couple was
abandoned because it had no economic meaning any more. Also withholding tax rate (special
tax rate) on natural persons´ income was set to copy income tax rate 15%. Minimal tax base
was also cancelled and tax discounts changed as follows:

Table 18: Development of tax discounts 2006-2010
Type of tax discount
Taxpayer

Tax discount
2007 (CZK)
7 200

Another member of married couple

4 200

24 840

24 840

Another member of married couple 8 400
(handicapped)
Partial disability
1 500

49 680

49 680

2 520

2 520

Full disability

3 000

5 040

5 040

Handicapped

9 600

16 140

16 140

Studies

2 400

4 020

4 020

Tax preference on dependent child

6 000

10 680

11 604

21 360

23 208

24 840

24 840

Tax preference on dependent child 12 000
(handicapped)
Taxpayer in retirement
0

2006, 2008
(CZK)
24 840

2009,
(CZK)
24 840

2010

Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. as amended, valid from 2006 to 2010

51

Summary from Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic: Reforma daňového systému 2010.
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From Table 18 we can see that non-taxable minimum rises from 60 000 CZK in 2006 and
2007 to 165 600 CZK in 2008.52 Newly, tax discount is applied also for retired people. Tax
bonus rises from 30 000 CZK to 52 200 CZK in 2008 and 2009. Further, social security and
health care contributions are excluded from tax costs of self-employed and minimal tax base
for entrepreneurs has been cancelled (in 2007 it was 120 800 CZK).

Fundamental change is also in calculation of tax base for income from dependent activity (for
employees) – a principle of “super gross wage”. Former tax base – gross wage or gross
incomes from dependent activity - is now increased by amount of social security and
employment policy contribution (26%) and health care contribution (9%) obligatorily paid by
employer. This super gross wage is 1.35 multiple of gross wage, thus the tax rate is nominally
higher. Tax rate counted from gross wage is 20.25% (15% multiplied by 1.35). If we count in
also obligatory social security and employment policy contribution (8%) and health care
contribution (4.5%) paid by employee, the nominal tax rate is in reality 23.1% (15%
multiplied by 1.35

0.875

). (Široký, 2008:9) Table 19 how contributions influences tax base

computation.

Table 19: Comparison of calculation of tax base
Health care contribution paid
by employee (4.5% of base
of asses)
Health care contribution paid
by employer (9% of base of
asses)
Social security contribution
paid by employee (8% of
base of asses)
Social security contribution
paid by employer (26% of
base of asses)

2007
2008
Decreases tax base from Doesn’t influence calculation
dependent activity
of tax
Doesn’t influence calculation Increases tax base
of tax
dependent activity

from

Decreases tax base from Doesn’t influence calculation
dependent activity
of tax
Doesn’t influence calculation Increases tax base
of tax
dependent activity

from

Source: Janoušková (2008:3)

52

12% from 60 000 CZK is 7 200 CZK (lowest tax rate before reform), 15% from 165 600 CZK is
24 840 CZK which is exactly the tax discount, so tax paid is 0.
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Široký (2008) states that this 23.1% tax rate (which is actually tax rate on net income before
tax) is not effective tax rate,53 because tax is counted from tax base decreased by exemptions
(non-taxable parts of tax base). And tax discounts are further deducted from estimated tax. He
also shows that if we further count in obligatory contributions effective tax rate is 35.6%
(23.1%+12.5%), but taxpayer due to tax discount do not pay tax at this rate. So the nominal
tax rate says only little about real tax burden. (Široký, Maková, 2008:2) Due to existence of
all these exemptions, deductible items and tax discounts we cannot talk about the real flat tax
rate.

Another difference from year 2007 is implementation of a maximal amount paid as obligatory
contributions.

It

is

48

multiple

of

the

average

wage

(for

year

2008:

48  21560  1034880 CZK). So tax burden computation is further complicated. Široký (2008)

states that 15% tax rate is effective tax rate only for incomes above this 1 034 880 CZK.

15% tax rate was kept during the year 2009 instead of anticipated tax rate 12.5%. Social
contribution paid by employer decreased to 25% and by employee to 6.5% (health care
contribution stayed the same). Maximal amount paid as obligatory contributions is also 48
multiple average month wage hence for year 2009 it is 1 130 640 CZK.
The same natural person income tax rate as in years 2008 and 2009 – 15% is applied from the
first January 2010. Maximal amount paid as obligatory contributions is 72 multiple of average
monthly wage hence for year 2010 it is 1 707 048 CZK. Social contribution and health care
contribution should stay the same as in 2009. Some political parties want a return of
progressive income tax, but the change could be done earliest from year 2011. Tax discount
changes are shown in Table 18. Non-taxable amounts for natural persons are the same as in
the year 2009.

10.
Elasticity of taxable income analysis applied to
Czech tax system
In this chapter, I estimate elasticity of taxable income in the Czech Republic and try to derive
some policy implications. For my analysis I chose a decrease of tax brackets from five to four

53

Effective tax rate is counted as income tax paid divided by tax base (in this example gross wage).
This rate shows the real tax burden of a taxpayer.
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in the year 2000, which represented drop in marginal tax rate for highest-income individuals
from 40% to 32%. Further, I try to analyze recent tax reform in year 2008, which introduce
single 15% tax rate on natural persons´ income. I start with tax policy changes in mentioned
year 2000. Estimation of elasticity of taxable income before and after year 2000 is
fundamental estimation of my thesis and to my knowledge first estimate of ETI using Czech
data.

10.1. Tax policy changes in the year 2000
Most important change applied to tax period of the year 2000 compared to year 1999 is
decrease of tax brackets from five to four. Tax base (decreased by non-taxable parts of tax
base and deductible items) and tax brackets were as follows (Table 20):

Table 20: Decrease of tax brackets in 2000
Year 1999
Year 2000
Tax base (CZK)
Tax rate (CZK) Tax base (CZK) Tax rate (CZK)
<102 000
15%
<102 000
15%
102 000-204 000
20%
102 000-204 000 20%
204 000–312 000
25%
204 000-312 000 25%
312 000–1 104 000 32%
>312 000
32%
>1 104 000
40%
Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. as amended, valid from 1999 to 2000

Decrease of number of tax brackets meant drop in marginal tax rate for highest-income
individuals (with income above 1 104 000 CZK) from 40% to 32%. This is change of 8
percentage points or 20%.54 This also means change in net-of-tax rate from 60% to 68%
which is increase of about 13%.55 There were no changes in non-taxable parts (in details
described in Table 15) or social security and health care contributions: social security
contribution is 8% paid by employee and 26% paid by employer; health care contribution was
4.5% paid by employee and 9% paid by employer. There were also some other little changes
in Income Tax Act but those are not important for my analysis.

54

55



 1   0 0.32  0.4

 0.2 this means 20% drop.

0
0.4
(1   ) (1   1 )  (1   0 ) 0.68  0.6


 0.13

(1   0 )
0.6
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10.2. Data
In this paper, I use data provided by the Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic. These
data are used for EU taxation trends analysis. These data are not individual data, like data
from individual tax returns which would be better for my analysis. Reason why I do not use
panel of individual tax returns, like many authors I have mentioned, is that only natural
persons or legal entities recorded in trade registry have obligation to disclose financial
statements (like annual reports) in the Czech Republic. As far as this is concerned to natural
persons with turn-over higher than 25 000 000 CZK or natural persons who conduct
accounting procedures voluntarily.56 Only data for these persons are available electronically
but also their information obligation is often violated. Thus available data in trade registry are
not useful for my analysis. There are no other available data like panel of individual
observations containing information from individual tax returns in the Czech Republic.

Data that I use in my analysis contain sums of tax bases for natural person income tax divided
into number of brackets according to height of individual total tax base (further “income
bracket”). Partial tax bases are divided according the source of income, like in Income Tax
Act: incomes from dependent activity and function benefits, incomes from entrepreneurial or
other independent activity, incomes from capital assets, incomes from renting and last column
are other incomes. There is also sum of total tax bases and number of tax returns in each
income bracket. Further, there are disclosed some of non-taxable parts of tax base and
deductible items. These data are from year 1997 to year 2008.

Important note is that data are not for the whole population of the Czech Republic but only for
those who declare tax return. My sample consists of 1 272 826 individuals in the year 1999
(before tax rate change that I analyze). Another problem is that the number of taxpayers in
both control and treatment group and also in total changes year to year. Trend is increasing
number of taxpayers who declare tax return, mainly between years 1997 and 2004. After 2004
total number of observations stabilizes around 1.3 million. But in year this number increases
to 1.6 million of taxpayers. Now I will describe the methodology.

56

Tax Act n. 563/1991 Coll., about accountancy, valid in 2010
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10.3. Methodology
For elasticity of taxable income estimation I use difference-in-differences method described
above in chapter 6. Like many authors before me, I use data before and after tax rate change
and compare differences between observations in one to three years lags. Changed 32% tax
rate for individuals with tax base above 1 104 000 CZK was applied first time in taxing period
of year 2000, so I use data for the last period before change (40% tax rate) i.e. for year 1999,
and two years after change i.e. for year 2002. I also estimate short-term response of taxable
income, i.e. compare year before tax rate change (1999) and first year in which new tax rate is
applied (2000). And for completeness I also compare year 1999 to year 2001. So I can
compare estimations based on one, two and three years spread.

The longer spread the higher ability to estimate permanent elasticities. Use of data year before
tax change and the following one could affect estimation as short-term differences could be
significantly influenced by income shifting over time. (Kopczuk, 2005:2103) Government
intention to change tax rate or other characteristics of tax system is known before the change
so taxpayers optimize their income in short time. Three year difference is standard in
elasticity of taxable income estimation. Further, in year 2003 new legislation was prepared for
year 2004 in connection with Czech Republic joining EU, legislation including new institute
of minimal tax base. Thus results for year 2003 could be affected by anticipation of these
changes.

As a measure of taxable income I chose tax base because its definition is similar to the
definitions of taxable income described in above mentioned studies. Tax base definition is
slightly different for each source of income and each source of income has its own partial tax
base. In principle it is gross income minus expenditure paid on achievement of this income.
Partial tax bases from different sources of income are summarized into total tax base. In the
tax base (both total and partial) are not included incomes free of tax and incomes that are
taxed by special tax rate (these incomes constitute separate tax base that is not included in my
data). Non-taxable parts of tax base are deducted from the total tax base and tax liability is
counted from this decreased tax base. This counted tax liability is further decreased by tax
discounts. My definition of taxable income is total tax base before deduction of non-taxable
parts and deductible items (i.e. sum of partial tax bases). In some special cases I try to
compare development in different sources of income, thus instead of total tax base I use
partial tax base (this will be explicitly described). In my analysis, I do not deal with non-
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taxable parts because for high-income individuals (whose taxable income I analyze) they
constitute only small part of taxable income (tax base 1 104 000 CZK contrary to non-taxable
part for taxpayer of 34 920 CZK). Also data that I use contain only some non-taxable parts of
tax base and they changed from year 1999 to year 2002 only little as shown in Table 15. I
believe that omission of these non-taxable parts influence estimated elasticity only negligibly.

Before I proceed to computation, I have to do some adjustments to the data. First, I adjust data
for inflation in order to be comparable across years. I use rate of inflation expressed by
increase of average annual consumer price index. This rate of inflation is published by the
Czech Statistical Office. Rates of inflation between years 1997 and 2007 are expressed in the
following Table 21.

Table 21: Inflation rate 1997-2007
Year
1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Inflation rate 8.5
10.7 2.1
3.9
4.7
1.8
0.1
2.8
1.9
2.5
2.8
Source: Czech Statistical Office

Further, I need to convert taxable income into single unit to be comparable. As benchmark I
choose taxable income of year 1999, so all data will be expressed in CZK in value of 1999. In
the following Table 22 I replicate method used by Czech Statistical Office to estimate basic
indices (inflation rate compared with base period) for base period 1999 (1999 = 100).

Table 22: Basic indices
Year
Annual
average

1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
88.5 97.9 100 103.9 108.8 110.7 110.9 114 116.1 119 122.4
Note: Round numbers on one decimal place
Source: Own computation

After conversion of taxable income to comparable units, I use difference-in-differences
method to estimate elasticity of taxable income. First, I define control and treatment groups.
In the year 2001 change in tax base threshold was introduced for the last tax bracket (for
highest-income individuals). Tax base threshold increased from 312 000 CZK to 331 200
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CZK. Also my data are split up into taxable income brackets 57 that do not precisely
correspond to tax brackets. Taxable income brackets, such that threshold for different applied
tax rate passes throughout them, are excluded from my analysis. Control group are taxpayers
with taxable income (tax base) between 351 000 CZK and 1 100 000 CZK. There is no
change in tax rate applied to taxable income in this bracket; it is in years before and after
reform 32%. Reason why I chose those individuals is that this group is “closest” to treatment
group (so taxable income should behave similarly), there is no change in applied tax rate and
the 32% tax rate is exactly the same as for treatment group after the treatment. Reason why I
do not include lower-income individuals is that their behavior may not be similar to rich ones
(as described in 7.1 Heterogeneity). Treatment group are taxpayers with tax base higher than
1 201 000 CZK. Marginal tax rate applied to these taxpayers fell from 40% to 32%.
Taxpayers in bracket between 1 101 000 CZK and 1 200 000 CZK are excluded because the
data do not show if they belong to tax bracket with 32% or 40% marginal tax rate.

For difference-in-differences estimation I need to know average taxable income for both
control and treatment group for year before (1999) and after treatment (2002, 2001 and 2000
respectively). Because numbers of taxpayers differ in each bracket according to tax base,
N

there is more “poor” than “rich” individuals, I will use weighted average=

y w
i

i 1

i

N

w
i 1

, where

i

yi average taxable income58 for individuals in bracket i, wi is number of tax returns in this
bracket, and this all is divided by total number of tax returns in all N brackets.
Now I have equation with four groups of data: yi  d1i  d2i  d3i  d4i  ei . d ji are
dummy variables, d1i is always 1, d 2i is 0 for control group and 1 for treatment group, d 3i is 0
before treatment and 1 after treatment, d 4i is 1 for being in treatment group after treatment
and 0 otherwise, i.e. d4i  d3i  d2i . yi is taxable income, in our case it is weighted average of
taxable income. For control group before time of treatment this weighted average of taxable
income is equal to α, weighted average of taxable income for treatment group before
57

These brackets are designed as: 0-50, 51-100, 101-150, ..., 951-1000, 1001-1100, 1101-1200, ...,
4001-4500, 4501-5000, above 5000 (in thousands of CZK).
58
Absolutely right it should be taxable income of person i but I do not have individual data. I have only
sum of taxable incomes of all individuals in each bracket so I have to use this average taxable income.
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treatment equals to α+β, for control group after the time of treatment it is α+γ, and for
treatment group after treatment it is α+β+γ+δ. I need to estimate effect of the treatment on
treatment group compared to control group (denoted as δ) shown on the
Graph 6. I know all four weighted averages of taxable income so I am able to compute this
effect.

Graph 6: Difference-in-differences
Treatment group
Value of taxable income

δ

Control group

β
γ
α

Time

Treatment
Source: Own

After

computation

of

δ

I

can

estimate

elasticity of

taxable

income.

I

use

y
y
equation  
, which computes elasticity of taxable income as change in taxable
(1   )
1
income (y denotes weighted average of taxable income of individuals in treatment group
before treatment) with respect to change in net-of-tax rate ( 1   ). Our δ is in this equation is
change in taxable income of treatment group compared to control one y .
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10.4. Results
First, I estimate longer-run response of taxable income comparing years 1999 and 2002, 1999
and 2001. Further, I estimate short-run response analyzing years 1999 and 2000.

10.4.1.

Comparison of year 1999 and 2002

After adjusting data to make them clear of inflation59 and computing weighted average, I get
these values of taxable income for control and treatment group (see Table 23):

Table 23: Weighted average taxable income (1999, 2002)

Control group

Weighted average taxable income (in CZK)
1999
2002
537 000
484 000

Treatment group 2 900 000

2 685 000

Source: Own computation

Contrary to my anticipation taxable income for treatment group drops more than for control
group comparing years 1999 and 2002. This could be due to different number of observations.
In 1999 I have in control group 79 854 observations and for treatment group 10 715
observations. In year 2002 number of taxpayers increased in both income groups: control
group has 128 814 and treatment group has 17 325 individuals. For control group this means
increase of 38% and it embodies increase of 61.7% for treatment group. Unfortunately my
data are repeated cross-section not panel data and I am not able to influence the number of
taxpayers included in selected tax brackets or change their number between selected years. As
I am not able to select same individual before and after the treatment, it is possible that
increased number of taxpayers lowers total weighted average of taxable income (I am not able
to examine whether taxable income of these “new” taxpayers is lower, higher or the same as
the average taxable income in each bracket before tax rate change).

Another explanation could be the sources of income that are free of tax (types of income that
are tax-free increased from year 1999). Newly there is also tax specified by flat amount,
which applies for entrepreneurs or self-employed under certain conditions, e.g. sum of
revenues lower than 1 000 000 CZK a year. This lump-sum tax is computed according to

59

Values of year 2002 are 110.7% multiple of values of year 1999, thus I divided 2002 values by
1.107 to convert them to 1999 values.
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anticipated revenues and expenditures. But taxable income decreased also for employees so
this would not be the case. Also definitions of expenditures which are paid on achievement of
revenues changed in a lot of cases. This could influence tax base but I am not able to control
for these changes.
For control group before treatment weighted average of taxable income equals to α=537 000,
weighted average of taxable income for treatment group before treatment equals to
α+β=2 900 000, for control group after treatment it is α+γ=484 000, and for treatment group
after treatment it is α+β+γ+δ=2 685 000. Now I compute remaining coefficients:
β=2 900 000-537 000=2

363 000,

γ=484 000-537 000=-53 000,

δ=2 685 000-537 000-2

363 000-(-53 000)=-162 000.

y
 162000
y
 2900000  0.419 , which is not
Estimated elasticity of taxable income is  
(1   ) 0.68  0.6
1
0.6
consistent with economic theory. This is due to factors that I cannot control with my data set.

I tried to solve this problem with use of deflator instead of inflation but there is no significant
difference in results. Even if inflation was 0, weighted average of taxable income would still
decrease for both groups. Also change in non-taxable parts of tax base should not influence
tax base as tax base in my data is prior deducting of deductible items and non-taxable parts of
tax base. Instead of weighted average I use normal average of taxable income (sum of average
taxable income in each bracket divided by number of brackets) shown in Table 24. This
approach assumes that we refer to each observation the same weight. But the estimated
elasticity is still negative.

Table 24: Average of taxable income (1999, 2002)

Control group

Average taxable income (in CZK)
1999
2002
701 000
633 000

Treatment group 2 862 697

2 612 682

Source: Own computation
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10.4.2.

Comparison of years 1999 and 2001

Comparison of years 1999 and 2001 is analogous to previous analysis of comparing 1999 and
2002. In year 2001 there were the same tax brackets with income thresholds as in 2002. Also
non-taxable parts of tax base were the same. First, I again adjust data of inflation60 and then I
compute weighted average of taxable income for control and treatment group (same definition
as in previous case) for years 1999 and 2001. We can see (Table 25) that this weighted
average is also decreasing as in case of 1999 and 2002 comparison. As there is only little
difference in natural person income taxation between years 2001 and previously analyzed
year 2002 the explanation for this result is the same. There is again different number of
observations between both years: 79 854 taxpayers in control group in year 1999 and 114 014
in year 2001, 10 715 observations for treatment group in 1999 and 16 059 in 2001.

Table 25: Weighted average taxable income (1999, 2001)

Control group

Weighted average taxable income (in CZK)
1999
2001
537 000
493 000

Treatment group 2 900 000

2 820 000

Source: Own computation

Estimated elasticity of taxable income is again negative. As I have shown before using
deflator or different definition of average taxable income are not the solutions. This result just
shows that difference-in-differences method is not always the right one to estimate ETI or
data are not relevant for this estimation (repeated cross-section data with more changes than
just tax rate change which I am not able to control for).

10.4.3.

Comparison of years 1999 and 2000

First, I clear data of inflation61 again and compute weighted average of taxable income for
control and treatment group shown in Table 26.

60
61

I divided them by 1.088 according to computed basic indices (see
Taxable income of the year 2000 is divided by 1.039.

Table 22).
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Table 26: Weighted average of taxable income (1999, 2000)

Control group

Weighted average taxable income (in CZK)
1999
2000
537 000
516 000

Treatment group 2 900 000

2 967 337

Source: Own computation

Control and treatment group are defined in the same way as in previous analysis comparing
years 1999 and 2002 (2001 respectively). Number of individuals in both groups has also
increased but not so much as between years 1999 and 2002. Number of taxpayers in control
group rises from 79 854 to 91 123 (14% increase) and in treatment group from 10 715 to
13 127 (23% increase). Further, no substantial changes in natural person income taxation have
been done except tax rate changes between years 1999 and 2000.

I use data from the Table 26. The change in tax rate from 40% to 32% caused change in
taxable income of treatment group compared to control one equal to 88 377 CZK, which is
approximately 3% increase compared to taxable income of treatment group before treatment.
Now I am able to compute elasticity of taxable income according to the above described

y
88377
y
 2900000  0.23 . Elasticity of taxable income of treatment group is
equation:  
(1   ) 0.68  0.6
1
0.6
approximately 0.23.

10.4.4.

Income trend

On the Graph 7, we can see the trend in development of taxable income between years 1997
and 2002. Difference-in-differences method relies on assumption that there is the same
income trend for control and treatment group before treatment. Otherwise we have to adjust
data of difference between income trends of these two groups. Taxable income is gradually
decreasing for control group in all years. For treatment group income also drops but only
period prior the tax rate change (in years 1997 and 1999). In year 2000 taxable income of
treatment group is increasing but after this year starts to decrease again. Higher trend in
decreasing taxable income for treatment group than for control group between years 1997 and
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1998 could be explained by change in income threshold in year 1998. But year before
treatment is trend in development of taxable income of control and treatment group similar.

Graph 7: Development of weighted average tax base between 1997 and 2002
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I can analyze trend in income of treatment group by difference-in-differences method for
years prior the treatment. As I know from estimation above taxable income increases due to
tax rate change in 2000 for treatment group compared to control group of more than 88 000
CZK. The most important period for data significance analysis is prior treatment (1997-1999).
By the same method as above, I get the drop in taxable income for treatment group compared
to control group of more than 33 000 CZK from year 1998 to 1999. Between years 1997 and
1999 this decrease is even larger: approximately 307 000 CZK.

These differences in taxable income of treatment group compared to control group are higher
than it should be in order to satisfy assumption of prior parallel trends in income but:
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1) Between years 1997 and 1999 there is large change, but also volatile economy.
2) In most important pre-treatment period change is lower, and there is relatively low
estimate of -30 000 CZK compared to the estimate during analyzing the treatment
88 000 CZK.
3) In years 1997-1999 there were some changes in income taxation such as change in
thresholds for tax brackets, non-taxable parts of tax base etc. These changes caused
that some taxpayers from control group switched in this period into tax bracket with
40% tax rate.

As we can see trend in years after the reform (2000-2002) is decreasing weighted average
taxable income for both treatment and control group. But taxable income of treatment group
drops much more than income of control group. Analyses of comparison years 1999 and
2001, and 1999 and 2002 give no significant results.

10.4.5.

Comparison of different sources of income

Now I compare elasticities from different sources of income. I chose to compare income from
dependent activity and function benefits (computations in Table 27) to incomes from
entrepreneurial or other independent activity (Table 28), which are the most important parts of
total tax base. I make this computation according to partial tax bases from my data. I use the
same methodology as above.

Table 27: Weighted average of taxable income from dependent activity and function benefits
Dependent activity Weighted average taxable income (in CZK)
1999
2000
Control group
277 000
274 000
Treatment group

1 234 000

1 251 000

Source: Own computation

Change in taxable income of treatment group relative to control group is 20 000 CZK
(increase of 1.6%). Estimated elasticity of taxable income from dependent activity and
function benefits is approximately 0.12.
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Table 28: Weighted average of taxable income from entrepreneurial or other independent
activity
Independent activity Weighted average taxable income (in CZK)
1999
2000
Control group
213 000
202 000
Treatment group

1 354 000

1 438 000

Source: Own computation

Change in taxable income of treatment group is 95 000 CZK compared to control group (7%
increase). Estimated elasticity of taxable income from entrepreneurial or other independent
activity is approximately 0.53.

From this analysis it results that income from entrepreneurial or other independent activity is
much more sensitive to tax rate changes than income from dependent activity and function
benefits. These results are consistent with my anticipation. Entrepreneurs have more
opportunities to alter their behavior and are able to utilize means provided by Income Tax Act
to decrease their partial tax base. This is due to different construction of these two partial tax
bases. To obtain partial tax base from dependent activity and function benefits contributions
paid by employee on social security and health care are deducted from the income. Partial tax
base from entrepreneurial or other independent activity are revenues less expenditures paid on
achievement of these revenues. Definition of expenditures is crucial for computation of partial
tax base; moreover entrepreneur is not obliged to use real expenditures. He or she is able to
choose between real expenditures and expenditures as percentage part of income according to
the Income Tax Act e.g. 30% of incomes from provision of intellectual property. Logically
taxpayers try to show maximum expenditures to have lower tax base.

10.5. Efficiency costs
In this part I use results from section 10.4.3 Comparison of years 1999 and 2000 to analyze
efficiency costs and revenue-maximizing rate. First, I compute revenue-maximizing rate

 *  (1   )1 . For its computation I need to know feature of income distribution


zT
, zT is income threshold and everything above this income is taxed by marginal
( zT  zT )
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tax rate  T , zT is mean income of the people with income higher than zT , usually average
income of taxpayers in the top tax bracket.

The income threshold is in our case 1 201 000 CZK. Average income of people with income
above this 1 201 000 CZK is 2 900 000 CZK.62 So our parameter is α≈1.71. This estimate is
not far from 1.6 observed in the USA for the highest-income individuals. I use estimated
elasticity

of

taxable

income

equal

to

0.23.

Revenue-maximizing

rate

is

 *  (1   )1  0.718 .

Further, I analyze effects of tax rate decrease on tax revenue. Every reform has mechanical
and behavioral effect as described in chapter 4 ETI and efficiency costs. Mechanical effect is

M  N    ( zT  zT ) , where N is number of people in the top tax bracket (in our case it is
10 715 taxpayers), Δτ is change in marginal tax rate (marginal tax rate is 40% before tax rate
change and 32% after the change, i.e. Δτ=-0.08), zT is income threshold, zT is mean income of
the N people with income higher than zT (I take the same values as for computation α).
Behavioral

effect

is

  
B    N    zT  
.
1 


 zT
R  M  B  N ( zT  zT ) 1   
 zT  zT


Total

effect

on

revenue

is

  

 , where z is mean of the complete
 1   

distribution of taxable income z and τ is marginal tax rate (40% in our case). First, I compute
mechanical effect M  N    ( zT  zT )  10 715  (-0.08)  1699000  1456382800 . Due to
mechanical effect tax rate decrease from 40% to 32% means loss of 1 456 382 800 CZK.
Behavioral

response

  
 0.4 
B    N    zT  
  0.23  10715  2900000   0.08
  381168267 ,
1 
 0.6 

is
this

means gain of 381 168 267 CZK. Total change in tax revenue is loss of 1 075 214 533 CZK.

62

I use weighted average of average taxable income of taxpayers in tax brackets above 1 201 000
CZK i.e. treatment group in year 1999. (Due to nature of my data this equals to average of total sum
of incomes for taxpayers in treatment group divided by number of tax returns in this group).
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Marginal welfare costs of taxation are MWC 


 0. 36, where α is the same as
1    

described above. But this is suitable only for marginal tax rate below revenue-maximizing
rate, which is in this case fulfilled.

10.6. Implications
Implications from estimation in part 10.4.3 comparing years 1999 and 2000 of revenue and
efficiency cost for tax policy are as follows. A behavioral response lowers tax revenue if
elasticity of taxable income is positive. Estimated elasticity from my analysis is 0.23. In our
case there was tax rate decrease thus behavioral response decreases loss of tax revenue caused
by mechanical effect. Total revenue loss of decreasing tax rate from 40% to 32% for only
highest-income individuals is 1 075 214 533 CZK. If there were no behavioral response, loss
would be 1 456 382 800 CZK, i.e. almost 50% higher. Lower tax rates do not always imply
loss of tax revenue; positive change in tax revenue depends on smaller (in absolute terms)
mechanical effect than behavioral effect. This is not our case but 50% decrease of revenue
loss is also interesting. Moreover, elasticity of taxable income is higher for income from
independent than from dependent activity, thus tax rate should be higher for employees than
for entrepreneurs to obtain higher revenue. Designers of tax system should be aware assuming
tax rate increase/decrease to imply linear change in tax revenue caused just by mechanical
effect. Behavioral effect should be implemented in the analysis and elasticity of taxable
income is proper measure of it.

I also compute revenue-maximizing rate, which is almost 72%. This rate shows the maximal
rate for revenue maximization, beyond this point further increase in tax rate would cause
decrease in revenue. This rate is computed for treatment group, i.e. individuals with taxable
income higher than 1 201 000 CZK. But we cannot confuse this rate with optimal tax rate and
I do not really think that such high tax rate is politically acceptable. Also income tax is not the
only one tax that individual has to pay, there are also VAT, excise tax, social and health care
contributions etc. Marginal welfare cost of above described tax rate decrease is 0.36. This rate
shows the marginal welfare cost of rising additional revenue from taxes. It is described as
marginal excess burden in terms of extra taxes collected i.e. MWC  

dB
(Saez, Slemrod,
dR
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Giertz, 2009:6). In our case taxes are decreasing and revenue is falling. Thus revenue loss of 1
CZK creates welfare gain of 0.36 CZK.

10.7. 2008 Tax reform
From 1st January 2008 lot of changes in income taxation were implemented as described in
section 9.3.4. In this part I would like to estimate elasticity of taxable income based on data
provided by Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic similar to those used in previous
computation. First, let me summarize most important changes concerning natural person
income tax:
1) Implementation of 15% tax rate for all income groups (former 4 tax brackets shown in
Table 29)
2) Higher tax discounts and tax preference (see Table 18), higher tax bonus (from 30 000
CZK to 52 200 CZK)
3) Cancelation of common taxation of married couple
4) Social security and health care contributions are excluded from tax costs of selfemployed (partial tax base is still counted as incomes minus expenditures paid on
achievement of these incomes, but social security and employment policy contribution
and health care contribution are no more deductible as costs for tax purposes).63
5) Minimal tax base for entrepreneurs and self-employed has been cancelled (in 2007 it
was 120 800 CZK).
6) Change of partial tax base on incomes from dependent activity and function benefits:
incomes from this activity are now increased by amount of social security and
employment policy contribution (26%) and health care contribution (9%) obligatorily
paid by employer. This super gross wage is 1.35 multiple of gross wage. Former was
this partial tax base counted as incomes minus social security and employment policy
contribution (8%) and health care contribution (4.5%) paid by employee. Thus the tax
base increased.
7) Further, there were some changes in definition of tax-free income, non-taxable parts of
tax base and some other differences.

63

This is directly concerning only some types of independent activity e.g. partners in co-partnership. If
an entrepreneur or self-employed applies costs as percent of incomes (administrative not real
expenditures) newly he/she is not able in addition to these costs to deduct social security and health
care contributions from income.
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Table 29: Tax base (in CZK) and tax rates applied in the year 2007
Tax base 0-121 200
Tax rate

12%

121 200218 400
19%

218 400331 200
25%

>331 200
32%

Source: Income Tax Act n. 586/1992 Coll. as amended, valid in 2007

For my estimation I again use difference-in-differences method as described above. I compare
year 2007 to year 2008 (latest data available). Again data are repeated cross-section of those
who declare tax return, and are divided into the same sources of income and tax brackets as
data for years 1997-2007. As benchmark I use 2008 tax base. Again, I need to adjust data for
inflation. Inflation in the year 2008 was 6.3%. As we take 2008 as 100%, then taxable income
of 2007 is 94.07%. I want these two taxable incomes to be comparable, thus I divide 2007
income by 0.9407. Additional adjustments have to be made because of differences in
definition of tax base for some sources of incomes. Main changes are concerning partial tax
base from dependent activity and function benefits: first I need to convert 2007 tax base to
gross wage (tax base=gross wage-contributions paid by employee) i.e. divide tax base by
0.865, then I multiple this gross wage in 2007 by 1.35 to be comparable to 2008 partial tax
base. Again I use weighted average of taxable income. Tax discounts and deductible items are
again considered as negligible because tax base is defined as being prior deductions or nontaxable parts exemption. Further, I consider as negligible effect of change in computation of
partial tax base from entrepreneurial and other independent activity (deductibility of
contributions) as it is applied only in some cases which I am not able to differ. Of course this
can influence my estimation.

Treatment group is defined as highest-income taxpayers, on whose income was before year
2008 applied 32% tax rate and with taxable income higher than 351 000 CZK. There is little
bit problem with control group because tax rate changes for all income groups. Control group
has to be defined as the “closest group to treatment group and with lowest tax rate change”. In
this case this is trade-off so I decided to choose taxpayers with taxable income in 2007
between 151 000 and 200 000 CZK and 19% tax rate. Further, there were a lot of changes
applied from the year 2008 that I am not able to control because of nature of my data, like
common taxation of married couple, minimal tax base for entrepreneurs etc. Thus my
estimation has only limited significance and is not the essential one for my thesis.
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Table 30: Weighted average of taxable income from 2007 to 2008 in control and treatment
group

Control group

Weighted average of taxable income (in CZK)
2007
2008
242 308
173 886

Treatment group 1 138 070

877 107

Note: Total taxable income in the table is sum of partial tax bases. Partial tax base from
dependent activity and function benefits was before inclusion into taxable income adjusted as
described above.
Source: Own computation

Also there is different number of observations before and after treatment as in previous
computation, the number of taxpayers in tax brackets is increasing. In 2007 there were
159 402 taxpayers in control group and 182 815 in treatment group. In year 2008 the number
of observations increased to 188 462 taxpayers in control group and to 543 493 taxpayers in
treatment group. As we can see in Table 30 weighted average of taxable income falls in both
control and treatment groups after the reform. This could be due to changes which I am not
able to control in my computation. Further, number of taxpayers in both groups increased
significantly. Since I cannot follow the same individual before and after treatment some
taxpayers could decide not to declare tax return and a lot of taxpayers, who formerly did not
declare tax return decided to do so in 2008. Some taxpayer could enter control and treatment
group in 2008 as it is defined only by income thresholds. Total number of all taxpayers who
declare tax return raised from 1 359 375 in 2007 to 1 661 989 after the reform. I am not able
to find out if these taxpayers newly declaring tax return (or entering my control and treatment
group) in 2008 have higher, lower or equal taxable incomes than average taxable income in
groups in 2007. I expect that they have lower taxable income and thus lower total weighted
average.64

64

Reason why I expect this is only intuitive. As number of taxpayers is increasing, I assume that
before the tax rate change it was not preferable for them to declare tax return or they declared lower
taxable income, because they pay higher taxes otherwise. As the tax rate lowers, they could declare
higher taxable income but only little bit higher (thus lower than high averages in year 2007). I think it is
rational to expect that people’s taxable income does not change year to year rapidly. (If someone is
poor I do not expect that he will be extremely rich in next year otherwise he will have won lottery or
something like that.)
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Tax reform meant drop in marginal tax rate for highest-income individuals (with income
above 331 200 CZK) from 32% to 15%. This is change of 17 percentage points or 53.125%.
This also means change in net-of-tax rate from 68% to 85% which is increase of 25%. For
individuals with taxable income between 121 200 and 218 400 CZK tax rate decreases from
19% to 15%, this is drop of 4 percentage points or about 21% (increase in net-of-tax rate from
81% to 85%, increase of 4.9%).

I use data from Table 30. The change in tax rate from 32% to 15% caused drop in taxable
income of treatment group compared to control one equal to 192 541 CZK, which is
approximately 16.9% decrease compared to taxable income of treatment group before
treatment. This is not consistent with economic theory, thus my estimation is not significant.
Reasons for this I described above. Now just only for demonstration I compute elasticity of
taxable income. Because there was change for both groups I do not divide change of taxable
income just change in net-of-tax rate for treatment group but I have to deduct the change in
net-of-tax rate for control group, this means 25%-4.9%. Elasticity of taxable income of
treatment group is approximately -0.84.

Further, I tried to use only partial tax base from dependent activity and function benefits,
because I could apply more adjustments to control for changes in taxation, but with no better
result. The estimated ETI is still negative. So I try to redefine control and treatment group.
Control group stayed the same (151 000 – 200 000 CZK) but treatment group are now
individuals with taxable income between 251 000 CZK and 300 000 CZK with number of
observations equal 90 978 before and 116 882 after reform and marginal tax rate 25% before
reform. Weighted averages of taxable income for these groups are as follows (Table 31):
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Table 31: Weighted average of taxable income

Control group

Weighted average of taxable income in CZK
2007
2008
242 308
173 886

Treatment group 403 036

274 568

Note: Total taxable income in the table is sum of partial tax bases. Partial tax base from
dependent activity and function benefits was before inclusion into taxable income adjusted as
described above.
Source: Own computation

Estimated ETI based on this new computation is still negative. Result from this part is that
difference-in-differences is not a method which is always suitable to estimate elasticity of
taxable income and data are not always relevant for this estimation. One important note is that
data are only for part of Czech population (only individuals that declare tax return) – about 1
359 375 taxpayers before and 1 661 989 after reform.
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11.

Conclusions

The theoretical part of the thesis describes concept of elasticity of taxable income and
methods of its estimation. I start with ETI definition, basic computation and its features. What
follows is a summary of other approaches of estimating behavioral responses to tax rate
changes (or other provisions of tax code). Above all I focus on comparison of ETI with
elasticity of labor supply, description of well-known Laffer curve and difference between use
of taxable and broad income. Elasticity of labor supply captures only part of overall responses
i.e. changes in participation, hours worked, effort, change in type of job etc. But elasticity of
taxable income, except these effects, includes also portfolio adjustments, tax avoidance and
tax evasion. Thus ETI is more appropriate measure of behavioral responses to taxation than
formerly popular elasticity of labor supply, which shows much lower response to tax rate
changes. Laffer curve rather old concept and allows recognition of revenue-maximizing
(Laffer) rate. This revenue-maximizing rate is relatively easy to compute given estimated ETI
and shows maximal tax rate potentially set by government before it starts to loose revenue.
Use of broad income implies lower elasticity than use of taxable income.

Further, I describe how elasticity of taxable income could be utilized for efficiency costs
computation like marginal excess burden of taxation or marginal welfare costs. ETI also
allows for decomposition of total effect of tax rate change on tax revenue into mechanical and
behavioral effects. ETI and these efficiency measures are important to evaluate impacts of tax
reforms and could be use in setting of optimal (income) tax system.

In Chapter 6 it follows one of the methods of ETI estimation called difference-in-differences,
which I afterward use for computation of ETI for Czech tax reforms. As each methodology it
has its strengths and weaknesses. In basic it relies on comparison of treatment group which
experiences tax rate change with a control group. Effect of tax rate change on treated is
estimated as a difference between change of treatment group’s income before and after reform
and the same for income of a control group. Main issues in ETI estimation are taxpayers´
heterogeneity, endogeneity, sample selection, exogenous trend in income and mean reversion
of taxable income. Further, I summarize fundamental analyses of elasticity of taxable income.
Feldstein (1995) was first who used panel data for ETI estimation. Gruber and Saez (2000)
developed econometrical approach and analyzed multiple years. Slemrod and Kopczuk (2002)
described optimal elasticity of taxable income and considered ETI as politically manipulated.
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Kopczuk (2005) analyzed tax rate vs. tax base controls, Giertz (2006) compared different
approaches and Chetty (2008) analyzed ETI as a measure of deadweight loss. All of these
analyses commonly consider ETI to be positive. Exact numbers differ according to definition
of taxable income and method of estimation used, but the consensus is that ETI is around 0.4.
ETI is also higher for higher-income individuals.

Empirical part begins with a description of Czech tax system and development of Czech
natural person income taxation from 1990 to 2010. Income Tax Act was novelized many
times since revolution. I described only the most important changes. Number of tax brackets
was gradually decreased with resulting tax rate change for highest-income individuals. Most
essential changes occurred in early 1990s because of to conversion to market economy and in
year 2008, when the single tax rate for natural persons´ income was implemented.

For ETI estimation, which to my knowledge is first using Czech data, I choose decrease of tax
brackets from five to four in year 2000 and thus decrease of a tax rate for individuals with
income higher than 1 104 000 CZK from 40% to 32%. Complementary estimation is for tax
reform in 2008. I use repeated cross-section data provided by the Ministry of Finance of the
Czech Republic which surveys taxpayers who declare tax return. Taxable income is in my
estimation defined as a tax base before deductions and exclusion of non-taxable parts of tax
base. Number of observations differs in each year according to data. I use difference-indifferences method to compute taxable income change of treated compared to control group. I
also make several adjustments to data for example for inflation, tax base definition etc. First, I
estimate ETI comparing year 1999 to year 2002, 2001 and 2000 to obtain longer and shortterm responses. Elasticity of taxable income for the first two comparisons (1999 to 2002,
1999 to 2001) is negative which is not consistent with either theory or intuition. This could be
because of changes that were made in addition to tax rate change that I am not able to control
for due to nature of my data. Comparison of years 1999 and 2000, where only tax rate
changes, shows ETI positive at estimated 0.23. ETI is also higher for entrepreneurs and selfemployed than for employees. Computation of efficiency cost shows that positive ETI
decreases total revenue loss of a tax rate decrease compared to mechanical effect. Behavioral
effect of a tax rate decrease of 8 percentage points is significant (more than 380 million CZK).
Total revenue loss is above one billion CZK. Revenue-maximizing rate is computed at 71.8%.
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Comparison of years 2007 and 2008 resulted also in negative elasticity. This is due to many
changes that have been made in income taxation in 2008 like definition of tax base, single tax
rate, cancelation of common taxation of married couple and minimal tax base for
entrepreneurs etc. Even with many adjustments I am not able to control for these further
changes. This shows that repeated-cross section data and difference-in-differences are not
always suitable for ETI estimation. Repeated cross-section in combination with this method
are suitable only in some circumstances e.g. for reforms involving only rate change. Further,
there is problem that in repeated-cross section one is not able to choose the same individual
before and after reform and number of observations differs. Important note is that my
estimation is made only for part of Czech population and only for taxpayers who declare tax
return.
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